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Parameters 
For Pinewood Preparatory School's production of The Awesome 80 's Prom the school 
has provided the production with a budget of $3000. This will cover the cost of scripts, royalties, 
costumes, sets, lights, programs, and so on. I am hoping that my productions earlier in the year 
are able to generate a small profit that I can then apply to this show. If not, I think the costumes 
will be fairly easy to purchase fropi Goodwill or borrow from local theatres, community 
members, and the closets of faculty and staff at school. 
Since the prom is supposed to take place in either a school cafeteria or gym, a lot of 
traditional stage lighting will not be needed. We will only be using the apron of the stage and I 
have ample lighting here. For the remainder of the room, we will be using light trees, the room 
lights on their dimmest setting, a disco ball, and candles on the individual tables. The overall 
ambience of the room should be slightly intimate to help mask the fact that the prom is taking 
place in a school cafetorium. 
The Honors Play Production class will be the student group of performers. In addition, 
Dr. Cowlishaw, our headmaster, will be taking on the role of the headmaster with a faculty 
member taking on the role of the drama teacher. If no student can take on the celebrity role, I am 
hoping to hire a celebrity impersonator to be the "special guest" mentioned in the script. 
For once my facility is perfect for a show. Typically, since I am in a cafetorium, we have 
to edit our set designs, are limited on lighting, and so forth. The Awesome 80's Prom craves these 
"issues." Set wise we will only need tables and chairs for seating, tables for food, a table for the 
DJ, plus whatever we use for decor once we decide on a prom theme. 
The schedule does create a bit of an issue. The students are out of school for Easter 
Break the Friday through Monday prior to opening. This means that I can not hold a rehearsal 
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the weekend prior as I am not allowed to schedule during a school vacation. I am trying to work 
the schedule such that this will not be an issue. Spring Break also runs in the middle of our 
rehearsal schedule, but I have scheduled auditions a week earlier than I might usually to make up 
for this time off from school. 
Sun Mon 
6 7 
13 14 
Auditions 
20 21 
Rehearsal Rehearsal 
2-5pm 1:20-2:10 
27 28 
Spring Break No school 
Spring Break 
----
March 2011 
. Tue Wed Thu 
1 2 3 
8 9 10 
15 16 17 
Call backs as needed Post cast list and Readthrus 
hand out scripts 
22 23 24 
Rehearsal 
1:20-2:10 
29 30 31 
No school No school No school 
Spring Break Spring Break Spring Break 
Fri 
4 
11 
112 Day 
18 
25 ' 
Spring Break begins 
--
Sat 
5 
12 
19 
26 
Spring Break begins 
::r: 
0 
a 
N 
00 
Apfll LUl l 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 
1 2 
No school Spring Break 
Spring Break 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Spring Break Off-book Rehearsal Rehearsal Rehearsal 
Rehearsal 1:20-2:10 6-9 1:20-2:10 
1:20-2: 10 
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Run through with Rehearsal Full run through with Rehearsal I Music 1:20-2:10 Music 1:20-2:10 
2-5pm 6pm-9pm 
17 '18 20 21 22 23 
Rehearsal . Full Cast Run Fix trouble spots Cue to f:ue rehearsal 
1:20-2: 10 through 1:20pm~2: 10pm Tech crew only 
6-9pm (1:20-2 :10) 
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
Easter No school-Easter Tech run through 80's Prom 80 's Prom 
Break 6pm-9pm Show-8pm Show-8pm 
Call time-6:30 Call time-6:30 
Sun Mon 
I 2 3 
'30's Prom 
%ow 2pm 
Call-l 2:30pm 
Strike after show 
8 9 JO 
15 16 17 
. 
22 23 24 
exams Exams 
29 30 31 
May 2011 
Tue Wed Thu 
4 5 
11 12 
. 
18 19 
25 26 
Exams Exams 
Fri 
6 
13 
20 
Last day before exams 
27 
Exams r 
Last day of school 
Sat 
7 
14 
21 
Graduation 
28 
::r: 
0 
8 
l;.) 
0 
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Evaluation of The Awesome 80 's Prom as a Production Vehicle 
The audience for th~ Pinewood Preparatory School's production of The Awesome 80 's 
Prom, will consist primarily of students and adults as supporters of the students. All audience 
members will also serve as participants. The student portion will consist of students from middle 
and high school age and college levels. The adult portion of the audience will consist of the 
actor's families, teachers, friends, and community members who enjoy live theatre and support 
the students endeavor in the arts. Using the vehicle The Awesome 80's Prom will provi~e the 
audiences with nostalgia and themes which the audience will find fun and intriuguing. 
Exploration of the themes listed below makes the comedy an excellent production vehicle for its 
audience. 
High school students often classify themselves according to the social cliques that they 
hang out in with such titles as Preps, Jocks, Nerds, Cheerleaders, etc. This social labeling serves 
as a similarity between The Awesome 80 's Prom and its targeted audience. Regardless of age, 
most people have experienced this social labeling on some level. While the character's names do 
not contain the name of their social clique, certain behaviors or choice of attire portray very 
clearly to which they belong. Even though The Awesome 80 's Prom, takes place in the 1980's 
titles and social cliques have not changed. Student audience members will recognize these 
cliques as things they see daily at school, while the adult audience will be reminded of their past 
experiences. Ideally, this meeting of experiences will mirror itself simultaneously as generations 
experience and participate in the performance together. Figuratively, during the performance, 
characters and audience members all become part of the collective experience. 
Another theme that will strike a chord with audience members is the inconsistent 
relationships of the young people. In the play, Davenport demonstrates the cyclical nature of 
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many high school relationships through Whitely and Blake. They are always breaking up for the 
smallest reason and getting back together as is often the case with young, immature relationships. 
All of the action in The Awesome 80 's Prom, takes place in school's cafeteria with brief 
scenes right in front of the doors. The layout is not specified in the script, therefore making it 
easy to stage in any school. This is a wonderful production for my school as our facility is a 
cafetorium (cafeteria with a stage). This lends itself perfectly to a set up where tables and chairs 
can run along the outside perimeter with a large area in the center for dancing. The DJ and his 
equipment can be placed on the stage. Likewise, all the scripted scenes can be played on said 
stage providing ease of lighting, sound, and staging. Audience members will feel comfortable 
with their surroundings as the location is a typical cafeteria with its square and open shape thus, 
making it a familiar place. 
· Concept Statement 
Ken Davenport's The Awesome 80 's Prom is a blast-from-the-past production that 
transports its audience members, who become participants, back to the days of big hair, big 
dresses, and big attitudes. 
It is often written that Bertoli Brecht was one of the most influential artist in the modem 
world. He attempted to alter the way that the theatre was used by artists to convey a political 
message, thus using the stage to provoke audiences into taking some kind of an action. To aide 
with this radical shift away from the traditional approach, which he called "Dramatic Theatre" to 
his approach which he coined "Epic Theatre", Brecht devised a list of criterion for each (Willett 
444-61) In looking at a side to side comparison of the elements, I began to wonder if one play 
could really embody everything from one of the two definitions and be completely devoid of any 
qualities of the other. In relation to my thesis show I questioned if The Awesome 80 's Prom was 
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Dramatic or Epic Theatre? 
One could argue that 80 's Prom has numerous qualities of Traditional Theatre. Even 
though part of the script is written as guided improvisation, there is still a definite plot line that is 
followed throughout the script. It has a definite beginning, middle, and end. The appearance of 
plot is one of Brecht's characteristics of Dramatic Theatre (Willett 444-61). Likewise, the 
premise for the audience members is to come dressed for a prom that would have taken place in 
the 1980's. They experience the events all around them in "real time." This falls under Brecht's 
guideline of the "spectator is in the thick of it, shares the experience" (Willett 444-61 ). Although 
in the script the events are written into scenes, just as in life the events happen in a sort of cause 
and effect kind of way. Brecht's definition for this was "one scene makes another" (Willett 444-
61). For example, when Blake, the captain of the football team, and Whitney, the head 
cheerleader, have a fight at the end of one scene, they are then breaking up at the beginning of 
the next scene. 
One of Brecht's biggest problems with traditional theatre was that, "By solving the 
problem onstage, the audience might not feel compelled to attack the problem in the streets" 
(Willett 444-61). His solution was Epic Drama where the audience could be provoked to take 
some kind of an action. While his reasons were mostly political, because it is interactive theatre, 
some events in 80 's Prom could cause people to take action. According to Brecht, 'the spectator 
is made to face something" (Willett 444-61). I think this is truer of 80's Prom than many other 
"traditionally" performed shows as their response may be immediate instead of after the fact. 
The audience is thrust into any number of situations where there is conflict. Students arguing 
over who will be prom king and queen, Blake and Whitney's constant break ups, Fender trying 
to get audience members to go outside and smoke with him, etc. In all of these situations, the 
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performers interact with the audience members trying to elicit a physical and emotional response 
from them. Without the audience having to "face something", they play could not be successful. 
When running, the show will be open to the school and community. Tickets will not be 
presold, so the socioeconomic background and upbringings of the audience members could be 
quite diverse. This could have quite an impact on how they respond to situations where 
heightened emotions might be embodied. For example, the character of Fender (the bad boy), 
spends quite a bit of time trying to engage the female "characters" and audience 
members/participants. He asks them to dance, if they would like to have a smoke, would they 
like to meet him after the prom for some "real fun", and so on. The participant's background, 
upbringing, and prior experiences could cause that person to react in any number of ways. 
Realizing that this is for fun they could just laugh it off. However, they could become so caught 
up in the moment that the emotional and/or physical response could be quite extreme. 
As a director, I want to embrace the unique structure of this play and aid the audience in 
having an experience rather than just the traditional viewing of the performance. The goal will 
be to recreate the prom in such a way that the older members of the audience will be transported 
, back to their high school days. For the younger audience, there are certain expectations for a 
prom with theme, lighting, crowning of a king and queen and so on. All these expected 
experiences will be provided. 
For the color palate I plan to have each of the characters with a signature color matching 
their character. This will be developed by the cast members and me as they begin developing 
their characters. The unifying colors will come from the prom theme that will be chosen by the 
cast. 
Scenically the set will provide a bit of a challenge. While the pieces themselves are fairly 
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simple tables, chairs, light trees, decor, DJ equipment, etc., the placement of the items is the 
difficulty. The room must be arranged so that there are areas to for people to sit, set the food, 
dance, have pictures taken, all while allowing for flow of traffic since the audience and the actors 
will be mobile the entire performance. Since the show is supposed to take place in a school 
cafeteria and have that look and feel, we will be using the tables and chairs in the cafeteria itself. 
Six and eight foot tables will be used for the food, punch, prom favors, and DJ equipment. The 
photographer and karaoke station will be set up in an adjoining room. 
Lighting will be fairly simple, which is wonderful since I can't use more than fifteen 
lights. For the scripted scenes that take place on both the apron and interior of the stage we will 
be using the regular stage lights. The gels for these will be a combination of amber, blue, and 
pinks to provide a general wash. For the dance and improvisation sections that take place 
throughout the room, we will be using a disco ball with a travel spot, light trees to give a general 
wash, strobe lights for a select song, and "DJ" lights that are plugged in to the musical equipment 
and blink in time with the music. 
Sound is a very important part of the production. Since the audience is at a dance, there 
will be 80's themed music playing almost continually. During the scripted sections or places 
where no music is needed we will use sound effects as they are called for. None of the actors 
will be using body microphones as they have to interact with the audience. The principal and 
drama teacher characters will be given a hand held microphone to use on the stage as is called for 
in the script. 
Costumes are very important to this production as they must be accurate to a time period 
that a huge number of the audience members will remember. After each female character has 
chosen a theme color, they will be dressed in an 80's style prom dress of that color. These will 
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be found, purchased at discount stores, borrowed, or made as needed. ·For the men, we will be 
renting tuxedos from a local costume store. Their bow tie and cummerbund combination will 
match their dates. 
Finally, casting will mainly be handled with members of the class that is putting on the 
production. The role of the principal will be played by our Headmaster and the Drama teacher 
by one of our English teachers. The production also calls for a celebrity impersonator of 
someone from the 1980's that is recognizable still today. I will be contacting local actors to see 
if anyone will do it gratis. If not, I will hire someone. 
Geographic Location 
No specific references to location are made. In speaking with the playwright via email 
this question was posed. Davenport replied that the intention of the play was to write it in such a 
way that no reference to geographic region etc. was made. This would allow companies to place 
the production in their own town (Hom). An example of this is found in Mrs. Lascalzo's 
dialogue when she makes reference to the car in the parking lot with the (insert state here) 
license plate (Davenport 1 7). This allows groups to make decisions on their own to the location 
of the high school and thus, Prom. 
Date 
The year given at the beginning and throughout the script is 1989. While it doesn't state 
the month, the Principal Snelgrove in his welcome to the Prom speech states that, " .. while we 
don't graduate for another two weeks ... " (Davenport 18) one can infer that the Prom is taking 
place in late May or early June since these months signal the end of the traditional school year in 
the U.S. 
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Economic 
The United States endured a deep recession throughout 1982. Business bankruptcies rose 
50 percent over the previous year. F(J,rmers were especially hard hit, as agricultural exports 
declined, crop prices fell, and interest rates rose. By 1983, inflation had eased, the economy had 
rebounded, and the United States began a sustained period of economic growth. The American 
people expressed their discontent with federal policies by turning out President Carter in 1980 
and electing former Hollywood actor and California governor Ronald Reagan as President. 
Reagan (1981-1989) based his economic program on the theory of supply-side economics, which 
advocated reducing tax rates so people could keep more of what they earned. The theory was that 
lower tax rates would induce people to work harder and longer, and that this in tum would lead 
to more saving and investment, resulting in more production and stimulating overall economic 
growth. While the Reagan-inspired tax cuts served mainly to benefit wealthier Americans, the 
economic theory behind the cuts argued that benefits would extend to lower-income people as 
well because higher investment would lead new job opportunities and higher wages. The central 
theme of Reagan's national agenda, however, was his belief that the federal government had 
become too big and intrusive. In the early 1980s, while he was cutting taxes, Reagan was also 
slashing social programs. Reagan also undertook a campaign throughout his tenure to reduce or 
eliminate government regulations affecting the consumer, the workplace, and the environment. 
At the same time, however, he feared that the United States had neglected its military in the 
wake of the Vietnam War, so he successfully pushed for big increases in defense spending. The 
combination of tax cuts and higher military spending overwhelmed more modest reductions in 
spending on domestic programs. As a result, the federal budget deficit swelled even beyond the 
levels it had reached during the recession of the early 1980s. From $74,000 million in 1980, the 
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federal budget deficit rose to $221,000 million in 1986. It fell back to $150,000 million in 1987, 
but then started growing again. Some economists worried that heavy spending and borrowing by 
the federal government would re-ignite inflation, but the Federal Reserve remained vigilant 
about controlling price increases, moving quickly to raise interest rates any time it seemed a 
threat. Under Chairman Paul Volcker and his successor, Alan Greenspan, the Federal Reserve 
retained the central role of economic traffic cop, eclipsing Congress and the president in guiding 
the nation's economy. (USHistory.org) The students at Wanaget High School cover all 
socioeconomic backgrounds. 
Political 
1989 saw the inauguration of George H. W. Bush presidency and the collapse of the 
Soviet Union. Prior to the Bush presidency the U.S. was plagued by the Iran Hostage Crisis and 
mounting domestic opposition. In his first term, Reagan introduced fiscal policies aimed at 
stimulating the American economy after a recession in 1981 and 1982, including oil deregulation 
policies which led to the 1980s oil glut. He met with Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev in four 
summit conferences, culminating with the signing of the INF Treaty. These actions accelerated 
the end of the Cold War, which occurred during the early part of the Bush presidency, and the 
removal of the Berlin Wall. The second largest stock market crash (percentage-wise) in United 
States history occurred in 1987, preceding another recession. (USHistory.org) 
The late 1970's and early 1980s marked the birth of an entire industry organized around 
idealized nostalgia. It first found traction in the 1980's creation of The Fifties. Turning a time 
period into a distinct brand is commc_m today. Author David Sirota speculates, "Is it consciences 
that a champion of that idealize decade, Ronal Regan, became our president." (11) 
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Social 
The 1980's was considered the "me" decade. Many Americans were investing in the stock 
market, which at the time was bullish. These Yuppies or Young Urban Professional replaced the 
conservatism of the 1970's. Instead, they were on the fast track to executive positions and spent 
their money on material possessions. Ironically, poverty reached a fifteen year high in 1983 and 
by 1985 homelessness was at its highest since the depression. 
One of the biggest changes to the lifestyles of Americans was the introduction of the 
personal computer first introduced by Apple in 1977. The personal computer allowed Americans 
to be more independent by managing their own finances, quick word processing, payroll, mailing 
lists. 
The pleasure seeking lifestyle prevalent in the 1970's changed in the 1980's on a national 
scale. First Lady Nancy Regan campaign to, "Just Say No" to drugs became a catch phrase 
national wide. The sexual revolution, however, was most noticeably impacted by the spread of 
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome, or AIDS. It was discovered that the disease was most 
commonly spread through sexual contact and the sharing of needles. Safe sex became important 
as hundreds began to die from AIDS. (USHistory.org) 
Religious 
Due to the improvisation style of this show, religion doesn't specifically factor in. There 
is no mention of spirituality or religion. Religion does seem in impact any decisions that the 
students make. For example, both Michael Jay and his girlfriend have chosen to wear purity 
rings showing that they are abstaining from sex until after marriage. (Davenport 44) There are 
many religions that include this value, although the characters never mention religion as being a 
reason for this choice, as part of their back story they could include it 
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Polar Attitudes 
The free form structure of the script does not allow for character growth for any of the 
characters, save one, Louis Fensterspock. At the beginning of the show Louis is your 
stereotypical geek with the pocket protector, taped glasses, and Rubik's cube. He arrives to the 
Prom on his bicycle wearing knee and elbow pads and a helmet. We get the feeling that Louis 
would rather be at home working on a calculus problem, however, his friend and fellow geek-in-
crime Kerrie has asked him to come and he has always had strange feelings for her. During the 
action of the play we need Louis repeatedly picked on, "Fender sees Louis, calls him a geek, and 
puts him in a trash can." (Davenport 26) Louis never fights back. 
At the end of the play when his lady love Kerrie is being embarrassed, he makes an 
impassioned plea where he reminds everyone that, " ... beneath the Z Cavariccis and leg warmers, 
aren't we all the same?" (Davenport 46). He goes on to remind the popular kids that when they 
were little, they all used to play together. This is the first time Louis has ever stood up for 
himself or anyone else. 
(Page 9) 
(Page 9) 
(Page 9) 
(Page 10) 
(Page 10) 
(Page 11) 
Previous Action 
Melissa planned every moment of the prom to perfection. 
For four years, Missy has waited to be able to plan a Prom. 
When she (Missy) was an underclassman, she used to watch the Senior 
Prom through the windows with her boyfriend Michael J and she would 
dream about what her Prom would be like. 
Mr. Snelgrove hates Prom because he never got to go when he was a 
student at Wanaget High School. 
Michael Jay quotes Ronald Regan, his favorite president, when shaking 
hands, and is always s;iving people the "thumbs up" sign. 
Mrs. L wants the students to remember their Prom like she remembers 
hers at Wanganui High School. 
(Page 11) 
(Page 12) 
(Page 12) 
(Page 12) 
(Page 12) 
(Page 13) 
(Page 13) 
(Page 14) 
(Page 14) 
(Page 14) 
(Page 14) 
(Page 14) 
(Page 14) 
(Page 14) 
(Page 14) 
(Page 14) 
(Page 16) 
(Page 19) 
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Molly is a member of the Junior Varsity cheerleading squad and thinks 
Whitley and the Heathers are the most perfect people she has ever seen. 
Louis would rather be at home working on a calculus problem but his 
lifelong friend and geek-in-crime, Kerrie Kowalski, asked him to come. 
Louis has always had these strange feelings for Kerrie ... when she's 
around he feels like he did the first time he solved a Rubik's cube. 
Kerrie is oblivious to Louis's feelings for her because her heart is lost to 
Blake Williams. 
Louis's mom told him not to leave his bike outside. 
Dickie Harrington doesn't understand why people think he is gay. 
Dickie feels that Missy, his arch enemy, stole his role in this year's 
musical. 
Blake Williams is captain of the football team. 
Whitley Whitiker, is the Head Cheerleader. 
Whitley and Blake are the most popular couple at Wanganui High School. 
Blake has a wondering eye and Whitley is very jealous. 
Whitley has promised to take Blake to a hotel room after Prom. 
Joshua "Beef' Beefarowski is the center for the football team and a bit of 
an animal. 
Beef already had a few too many Bartles and James wine coolers in the 
limo. 
Beef is dyslexic and a little stupid. 
Heather #1 wears a knee brace from a recent cheerleading accident (which 
she thinks deep down that Heather #2 caused) 
Dickie is the only male on the cheerleading squad, so the Heathers are his 
only friends. 
Ms. L loaned the Prom Committee her Club Card to purchase decorations 
for the Prom. 
(Page 19) 
(Page 22) 
(Page 23) 
(Page 25) 
(Page 25) 
(Page 25) 
(Page 26) 
(Page 28) 
(Page 31) 
(Page 32) 
(Page 33) 
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Mrs. L chose Missy to play the lead in the musical Funny Girl. 
Whitley was voted Most Popular, Best Dressed, m;id the next Kelly 
Le bro ck. 
Kerrie did other people's homework in exchange for her Prom Court 
nomination. 
At the beginning of the year Blake and Beef made a vow to get their first 
kiss by Prom night. Everyone succeeded except for Pee Wee. 
Blake's older brother gave him a condom. 
Football coach announced his retirement. 
Michael Jay was voted class President last year. 
The band teacher has been hospitalized. 
Missy and Michael signed a purity pledge. 
Last year Principal Snelgrove and Ms. L had to choose the Prom King and 
Queen because no one voted. 
Football team had a losing season 
Dialogue 
Choice of words 
The words that Davenport chose to use in The Awesome BO's Prom are reflective of those 
used by today's teenagers; simple and easily understood by all. On some occasions Davenport 
did choose to use words with double meanings such as "stick" (33) where the character thinks he 
is talking about driving a stick shift, but due to the slang of the time, the kids could also take it as 
reference to a penis. This play on words is also evident in the title of the fictional high school 
that the students attend "Wanaget High School" is pronounced "Wanna Get" as in want to get 
high. 
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Widely utilized throughout, and things that might be unfamiliar to my students, are items, 
words, or trends that were part of the popular culture of that time "doobage" (25) refers to 
marijuana, "Mello Yellow" (18), "Aresenio Hall" (19), White Snake (19), and Z Cavariccis ( 46) 
to name a few. 
Phrases and sentence structures 
The relative simplicity, but correct usage of the language shows that the students are from 
an middle class high school, with an basic education and IQ. The idea for everyone who comes 
to see and participate in the show, regardless of where they went to high school, his/her fictional 
high school could easily be their own. 
Choice of images 
The use of figurative language in The Awesome 80 's Prom is rare. The majority of the 
dialogue is literal in its meaning. It is feasible, however, that in the free form scenes an actor 
may make a character choice and utilize figurative langue to express the action and emotion. 
Sound of the dialogue 
The sound of a dialogue is devoid of any dialect or regional sounds and accents. The 
purpose of this is so that the fictional high school portrayed in The Awesome 80 's Prom could be 
"Anywhere, U.S.A.". The playwright wants the audience to relive their Prom or find something 
in this Prom that takes them back. 
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Dramatic Action 
A NOTE ON UCENSING AND PERFORMANCE MATERIALS 
This publication i! a complete master script. If you are Interested in 
licensing this play for pcrfo1·ma11cc, you can apply through Samuel 
~rench, Irie. at ~.samuclfrench.com . Once you arc approved and 
licensed appropriately, you will be sent a rental package which includes 
a "Character History Bible" for each character and a Oireccor's/Stage 
Manager's Guide. These items arc renced and should be returned aner 
your performances rnve ended. Specialty Prop and cootume rental also 
arnilable, as well as wholesale merchandise for purchase. For more infor-
mation pleaie contact infoC.amuelfrench.com. 
I 
Scene I 
"The Preshow" 
Th• Preslunu IHgins thirty lmu/l.5 prior lo The Proms 
o!fidal start time [e.g. 7;JO PM for an 8 PM shmu). 
There crre tum main actions; of tht Pnslww: the arrival 
al the Prom 'Of the STIJDENTS and AUDIENCE MEM-
BERS and the actio?! inside the Prom ltd by JOHNNY 
HtJGHE'I. 
The following STUDENTS are stationed insiik or al the 
----Prom when the Preslww begins: 
\ , MELISSA ANN "MISSY" MA,RTIN (pronuunced: "Mar-
Tin "), the Head of the Prom Committa, .itands b:J the 
entrance to the venue ( tM(T lcbby or ou/.siik) welcam· 
ing her classmates. Siu i.i p~tty and perk-j in pink and 
I· 
I 
has planned every 11U1men of the prom to P"fection. b 
Nothing 1uill gv wrong. Sh is constantly checking wilh ~ +1:1 p (' l 
AUDIENCE MEMBERS to 1ake sure they are enjqying 
themselves, if they like the d titms she picked out. etc. 
As classmala en/er, she m:o ius them, makts small talk 
(e.g. "I love yuur dress, dq y u like mim7, " "I love what 4 +o W>m ' en J 
JOI' did 'to yoU'f' hair!" "\.W~ are you going IO college1 
I applitd Uierr loo. It wa.i nty safety school! /'111 going IO 
Vassar,• ale.). For four years: M.ISSY /w waited to bf ablt 
lo plan a Prom. When she iuas an undBrclassman, sh1 
wed lo IJlltkh tlu Senior Prrt/n through tJu windows VJith 
hu brJjfriend, MlCHAELJAY: and she would dTtllm about 
what Mr Prom would be like. MISSY is from the rig/it 
family, gels the right grade.i, has the right b"Jfritnd. 
The only thing 111irsing from her life is t/18 Prom Quan 
crown. 
MR. RIC'HARD "DICK" SNELGROVE, t/1e Principal, 
stands near MISSY. He is not so welccming. He ruks 1 _ \ , tG 
Wanaga High with a strict and fascist iron fat . He ~ f'V ~ 1.9 ~ ;, nci-. 
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hata the Prom, probably btcawe he ntt1er got lo go when 
ht was a stucknt al Wanagtl High so many years ago. 
He watches each STIJDENT and AUDIENCE MEMBER 
~ enkr with a suspicious t'je. He thrtawis several (e.g. +-o - "Hey, I'll ht 1valching you, Buddy Bll"J, • "Huw 1uould · f1,N ~Cl. you likt lo do some time in summtr school1,,.How about 
I 
11 
a SaJunlay daentW7!7, •tic.). He frisks a /nuAUDTFJICE 
MEMBERS. He carrits a bullhorn and makes several 
announcement! I~ kt.ip the lint llllJVing. He will Mt kt 
this Prom get ouJ of controL 
MICHAEL JAY, Senior Class President and~ s escort 
and "steady• stands al tht entrana of the main Prom 
room. MICHAEL, the eternal prePfrj politician and fusi. 
dent of the Young &publican Club and the DtiJate Club, 
is shaking hands and we/cqming his fellow classmates. 
He · alwa:µ says his name and his rank when shaking 
anymus liand. 'Michatl jay, Class Presid(Tlt1 Good. to 
; . to t ~set you!" 'Ami 't JOU in. m1 c~cu/us class 7 Sur~ sure 
i : • 5 fe e.. you art.. Ht quoits Ronald Rtgan, his favorill. P7t.Sidmt 
: ! and is always 11111ving and giving people the "thumbs 
, ; . up" sign. He hands out jelly bract/as and sung{assBS 
· ~ +-a ~ as gifts, m(J)uraging everyone to vote f (If him for Prom 
· flV~~ { King (if 114 is /uckj enough to get nominated .•• "Fin~ 
crossed!"). MICHAEL JAY could be a futurt President 
someda:J, and winning Prom King is another step in that 
dim:tion, just /ikt going to Yak and being a member ef 
the right Country Club. As AUDIENCE MF!IBERS pass 
by his pos~ he f ()ml(Jlly UldclJITllS them Ii! the Prom and 
parts the rain curtain and encourlJB?S them to enll.r the 
main Prom room. 
MRS. PATI'YUSCA!Sq {'MRS. 1.•, lo her students), The 
1~ Dmma Tflldw; i.J the flrst pmon AUDIENCE MEMBERS 
should encounter in the main Prom room. She is wann 
.f.,, ~ aiul w~lcoming, embracing the AUDIENCE MEMBERS 
L andSTUDFNTS•after thej pass through the rain curtain. 
f VYl V ro.r.e.. She r,ommmts on Jwiq pretty/handsoma all the boys and 
girts look. "You look allgruum up! I'm guing to cry!' SM 
hugs the students. You gtJ the f etling that MRS: L gsts 
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' thir emoticma/ euery y~ar. MRS. L ir the exac1 opposite of 
MR. SNELGROVE. She wants the mJDENI'S lo always 
remember this ti'llJl, just /ikt she remembm her Prom al 
Wanagtl Jfigh. As AUDff.NCE MOOIERS mill; she refm I- W 
to some as rill17lbm of the mairliing band. Sht uira th~ · 1 
AUDIENCE wmER Ii! htM U.OYD PARKER, the Prom (.,() 'r'Yl p 
Phowgraphtr and Prrsident of The Audio-Visual Club, 
~-~their official Prom plwlo. 
£ . U.OYD talus pi&twrs of the studenls in front of a tacky 
:•j ba&ground (The photos should. be llUUk availahk for 
puirlill#). W>YD is a bit 'ef o gttlc·in.training thal /«ls ~ 
pretty cool aboul ge1ti11g tp go to tht Prom 1JS a f rt.1h· 
man, even if ht is working.i Ll.OYD is assisted by MOLLY 
PARKER, UOYD 's tag-a/ong twin sister and feliuw 
freshman. MOLLY is a rrrntf;er of the Jun for Varsity cJiar. 
ltading squad and thi-nkJ \\'Hrru:Y and IMHF.ATHERS 
an the most perfect peopk shl has evm seen. 
The rnt Of tk STUQENrS arrive at 1he Prom just like 
· ' the AUDIENCE MFMBER1 Tht'j should approach the 
· • > ernrance to the venue on /hi same path as theAUD'C£NCE 
MEMBER, interacdng wr~lhem as lht'j approach. Tht 
. timing of the·enlrana.i oft STUDENTS should be s~g-
gered so that thert is a s ~flow throughoul the thirty 
.. minull. prt.siww. 
:rt---- - , 
~· ·---:\'!"!"':' 
h:j Ouuitk the Prom, on tht strtet, NICK FENDER, Tht 
n. Rtbe1, loiters at tht st.art iof The P:tshow. He. is onti· t: io b v \.) 
t· establishment and anJi.Prom. He hits to bum cagori//ts. / 
Ht asks someone if IMJ wanJ to buy srnnt pot, ti,. He 
rniches into a trasli can ard pulls out a papa bog. He 
opens ii to find a sandwich (If an appk and ta>.ts a bile 
(N<m: this is prt.ut by Ifie llllllT bl/ore the shotu ). He r 
makti nuk commentJ le STUDENTS and lo AUDIENCE ! · 
MEMBER as t/19 en~ ~ptcia/Jy Ii! LOUIS and DICKIE \ _ J~ ~ 
(e.g. "Nile outfi~ Sportc. ' 1 "Hey, wliatta )'a Sil] Wf ditch (- ~ :~ 
tliis prom thing and go h(ing out al tlu turnaround.,• 
tk. ). NICK iJ al the f1o1I! lo disrupt it os mucA as M 
can. He's a menaa. r 
'-
' ~- : 
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LOUIS FENsn:iisrOCK, Tll4 Geek, mks by the entrance 
llJ the prom on his bicyde. He falls. LOUIS is your stere<r 
l'jpical geek with the pocket protecl()I', taped glasses and 
a Rubik's cube. He also we<m knee and elbuw pads and 
a helmet. He wrndd rather be at home wurking on a cal-
culus probkm, buJ his lifekmg friend and geek-in-cri11111, 
KERRIE KOWALKSI, asked him w come. And LOUIS has 
+.o always had th4se strange feelings for KERRIE .. • whm 
1 'r' she's around he feels Uk he did llte fint titll4 he solved 
OcrY\.l '-- IMRubik'scube. 
+o FENDER approaches LOUIS' and, ma4s fun of his bike, 
• his tkitlus, tic. LOUIS doesn't fight bad1. FENDER asks 
\J (V 1 R him if he has a date, etc. FENDF.R tries to get some AUDJ. 
ENCE MEMBERS in on flu jokes. 
KERRIE, The Spilt., finally arrives and approaches 
LOUIS. After a few more jabs at both of them, FENDER 
backs off. 
KERRIE is ruearing a pinli dress that doesn 'I quite fit 
righ~ glasses and he~OT. Her hair is in uneven side 
ponytails. She is hyper and excitable. She is oblivioUJ 
to I lo LOUIS' feelings J;, her, because htr heart is lost' 10 
0.1'1 \dl'.1 t(~LAKE ~S, the captain of IMfootbnU team. She 
IS canymg a cabbage patch kid that is a spitting image 
of BLAKE (varsity jacket, tuxedo pants, elc.). KERRIE is 
intent on winning Prom Queen so she can finally dance 
with BUICE WIU.IAMS, tuho she is sure will ruin fum 
King. Maybe then, he?l see through the headgear and 
fall in luue wit/1 her. 
KERRIE -~ till~ with LOUIS fotkiwing, c;;;i;"· 
his bike. KERRIE asks MISSY i/BIAKE has arrived lMn 
. enters. Mls.sY and SNELGROVE questibn LOUIS abouJ 
his bi4 but LOUIS tells them his Mom said he couldn't 
park it otU..Jide. He carriss it in. 
At the entrance lo lM main Prom tOIJm, KERRIE ~ks 
k. MJCBAEL and MRS. L., if BLAKE /iaJ arrived. She doer 
J v • rttl1al a kit. Inside tlze prom, KERRIE is amor.ed at the 
O.dV"'\ decoraiioru. She wanders lo the center of tl1e dance j/Mr 
and proclaims, "'17iis Prom is Awesume!" and then breaks 
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rl DICKIE HARRINGTON, the Drama Queen, arrives 
1 1 -P dres.1ed like Buy Geurge, yet he doesn't understand why 
l9S ..\-- people think he's gay. He struts right up to and cunjrrmts 
·-~C.( his arch enemy, MISSY, w~o stole his role in this year~ 
musical (Fanny Brice in Funny Girl). He makes a sassy 
mnam to MISSY about her: appearance, the color of her 
I dress, etc. 
At lM enlrana to main Prom room, he gives similar sass 
lo MRS. L. but then poses for a fabulous pictu~. 
.,.-- . 
Q A limo approacM.s the venue carryillgBLAKE WIWAMS, 
. ·· Q ·~ JOSHUA "BEEF' BEEFAROWSKI, WHl'JUY WHI11KER 
arid the 'IWO REATIIERS. They a~ f1anit1g out the 
windows and sunroof yellirig "Cl.ass of '89," "It's Prom 
IS 
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~ c c.. Ti~!" Thi lihmo sldhould cir;k several times. Al some 
~ ./ poml, BEEF s ou m-0on t111 Al)DIENCE MEMBERS 
W y(J. from the limo. 
Finally, the limo s.tops in front of the entrance to the 
venue. BLAKE WIIl.IAMS, the Captain of the Football 
Team and his date, WJUTI.EY WHITIKER, The Head 
Cheerleader emerge. They an the most popul.ar coup/;: at 
Wan~ High. WHITLEY is a Prom Queen kgacy. Her 
mother, her mother's mother, and her mother's mother's 
mother wm all Prom Queens, and tonight, the crown 
get.s passed I<> WHITI.EY, Or will it r ft s her tum and she 
won't let anyone, including BLAKE and BEEF, roin it. 
-¥' BLAKE and WHITLEY have a very rocky relationship. 
1 _ · c (. They are amslantly breaking up and getting back together 
'O< I) ' J and brealimg up and pting back togdher. BLAKE has a 
wandering ~e, and WHl'IUY is very jealous. 
Although BI.AKE is happy to be at the Prom, a~l that 
he really wants is to be at the hotel where WHl'IUY has 
promised to take him after the Prom. 
BI.AKE waves to the AUDIENCE MEMBERS like a star 
amving at a premiere of a new movie. He carries afoot-
baU which he tosses to AUDIENCE MEMBERS. 
Next out of the limo are HEATHER WEWNGTON 
(llEATHER #1 ), A Cheerleader; HF.ATHER WYNTERS 
(HF.ATHER #1.), The Other Cheer!.eader; and JOSHUA 
"BEEF' BEEFAROWSKI, The Football Player. BEEF is the 
cmter for tlie Joolba/J. ttam and a bit of an animaL He 
highjives AUDIENCE MFMBE.RS, etc. He already had a 
few loo 11111ny Bart/eJ and James wine cool.ers in lhe limq, 
When he staggers oul of the li711(}, he wanders around 
looking a liUle sU;k and tht11, .. throws up. (The actor 
should put clw.nky sottp in his mouth right before exit-
ing the limo). After he throws up, lie should high-five 
BLAKE, orj•ell, ~crass of '89n or "Ut's party!,# etc. BEEF 
is dys/,exir. and on tap of that, a little stupid. 
HF.A1HER #1 wears a knee brace from a ruern cheerlead-
ing accident (which deep dawn she thinks HEA1HER #2 
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caused). HF.ATIIER #2 got her name wrong on her SATs. 
They are dressed in the exact same dress. They live to · 
serveWHm.EY. 
-..~.,......... 
BIAKE and WHITLEY enter. SNELGROVE kts them pass 
\ 
Q, unlouched, even lllling Bl.AKE that he had a "helluva 
season. You remi?Ukd me of 'me when ... •Bl.AKE doe.m 't 
even hear him. They are your typical "popular" kids. 
Along the way, WHITLEY datches BLAKE making eyes 
at AUDIENCE MEMBERS a,nd she scolds him. BI.AKE 
denies it, and as soon as wimuv s back is tu.med, he 
starts flirtinj again. 
~GA SWANSON, The u~dish Exchange Stu.dent, 
d~ autlientic Swed h · spealcs 
littk En~/a,-Jmt1'i1t cer "the internaticmal 
langfi~~· "_ . 'Vfjtpps 1NGA as ilit.enttrs 
and /dis 1e'1nust }ris /Jr for security reasons. INGA 
. . .. . . I --~ kmd ·'6f en;llJS 11. 
\\ FENDER jw.ts out his 'igarelte and enters. SNELGROVE stops him and they have t1ier[ first shaw dawn of the tve-
ning. He frisks him and Ji.rids r.igareUts, a bottk of bur, 
and nunchu.cks. SNELGRO'vE wains him' not to puµ. 
any of his crap or he'll be •"ut of hm. "FENDER makes a 
sarcastic comment and therdeaves (It is Verj i111porumt 
that none of the SNELGVROVB/FENDER confrontations 
get. physi'cal). As SNELGROVE turns liis attentio.n away 
from FENDER, FENDER flips liim off and heads in. 
MISSY and MICRAEL JAY are a litt/4. afraid of him as /J.e 
steps inside tlu Prom. 
.. __ - ·:::::;,. 
\"!-~ lnsik tlie Prom; DJ JOHNNY HUGHES is on IM stage. // He wears patachutef1ants \:md the ml of llis outfit is 
vinla~ CMss King (or "Cli~ese King"). He has a mulkl. 
He wekomes tht STUDENTS,; and AUDIENCE MEMBERS 
throu.gMut t/1, entire Preshoru. He runs a dance c011test1 
invites someone onsta~ to sing with him, enctntrages the 
AUDIENCE MEMBERS lo g«t on the dance floor, ell. 
In ~area of the room, a Voling Tabk is set up, where 
the baUots for Prom King and Queen are handed out 
(after the nominations are a'nnounctd). 
15 
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At this pmnt, all of the STUDENTS should be inside the 
main Prom room and should inU?ract witli the awiimce, 
talking about th6 Prom and how great everyum wolis, 
about plans after graduation, finals, th6 latest movies, 
music, and all things 80s! Theys shoul.d all talk about 
the upcoming announcements for the Prom King ~nd 
Quun nominations! 
c:J~ -
.... ·- B°lAKE and BEEF should try and pt solrnl guys irr the 
' '? .\'° audience to ~ 111$711MS of their footJJaU tea~, and ma« 
{ thn~ .chant or hoot like Arsento Hall (wilh the hand 
(.0 ()- molions), so thal tr1ery UIM BLAKE or BEEF is on stagt 
or Jeatu~d (and~ th1 hand movemnit), tlu auditr1ce 
. starts chanting as well. 
..,_..~- -
' u THE HEATHERS and DICKIE m11t1l up and have ~girl 
\ - \ ; talk. •DICKIE is the only male on 1Jie cheerleading squad. 
so the HEATHERS are his only friends. 
As The Prsshortl starts t() wind dorun, WHITLEY and 
1HE HEATIIERS notice BtAKE flirting with a11 AUDI· 
ENCE MEMBERS close to the slag1. WtDTLEY finally 
wses it, <,()7lfrqn4 Bl.AKE and the AUDIENCE MEMBERS 
and then ullsBUKE that, "It~ overr 
Hom 
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Scehe II 
"The lntrpductlons" 
. 
(As the scene on tltt dan~e floor erULs, SNELGROVE 
and MRS. L talu the stagti SNELGROVE blows into his 
microph(lfle. to get the studtnts attention. Ht blows again 
and again ... ) 
48 
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PRINCIPAL SNELGROVE. Seltle down. Settle down everyone. ··I 
Come on, you know what that sound means. - ~-..\ i-\~· \-C..W 
(Hs blows into the micropllqne again.) 
Settle down, you bunch ~fhouligans. (yelling)Quietl 
(MRS. L. steps in bef~ SNELGROVE loses his temper. 
SNELGROVE steps lo tht side and looks uuer the 1wdi-
en" suspiciously.) . 
MRS. L. Thank you, Principal Snelgrove! Thank you. Ok.: G((e.\ S 
Hello everyone! Hi! Welcome, Wanaget High Class of 
198911! 
(The STUDENTS cheer.) i 
As you~ class advisor and Drama teacher, it is with great 
pleasure that I welcome you all to your senior prom I 
(TheS'fUDENrS c!wr.J 
(get~ing sentimenJal) Look at you, you're all grown up. -
(lo a specific AUDIENCE MF.MBER) And you're all cleared 
up! 
I 
{MOU.Y PARKER runs onstage and hands MRS. L. a 
note.) 
Oh! Thank you. 1 
(SNELoR.OVE is C011U171ld ahDut the 11ot4 and Irks to 
uad ii ovtr MRS. L ~- shoulder.) 
I -tr> 
(l'l!ading the no/~:) Ther*'s a blue TransAm wir.h ftllJt(\ :;Q... 
__ (Local Statt, t.g: jm8J-) plates and fuzzy P" · 
dice hanging from the rear·vicw mirror parked in 
1.he handicapped tone outside. Whoever owns this 
car, we read your note; but contrary to popular 
belief, being from (Local Stau, e.g. 
"jrrsry n) does not make you.handicapped. And now 
a few words from your principal, Mr. Snelgrove I) 
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(MRS, L. leaves the st~. SNELGROVE aPfrroathes the 
microphom. TheSTUDENTS boo and hiss.) 
BEEF. Snelgrove smells! 
PRINCIPAL SNELGROVE. Alright listen up. According to 
\$my desk calendar we don't graduate for another two 
to;)\~Q,\ weeks. "Gee, Principal Snelgrove, what does that 
mean?" What that means, dudes, is that your butts 
are MINE until you have that diploma in your hand! 
So, here are the Snelgrovian Rules of Conduct for 
tonight's festivities. Number I. No drinking. I don't 
want to see you trying to get these nice bartenders to 
spike your Mello Yello. Number 2. No smoking ... (to 
two specific AUDIENCE MEMBERS) of any kind, Cheech 
and Bong. And number 8. No dirty dancing. (Ha loohs 
directly aJ a female AUDIENCE MEMBER) I'm talking to 
you, Lambada Lady. Are we clear? (w audience) Are we 
clear? (waits and~ until response.) AJe we clear? 
AU. STUDENTS. Crystal! 
(MISsY MARTIN stands close to the stage and geLs his 
attention.) 
PRINCIPAL SNELGROVF. (with disinterest) And now, the Head 
of your Prom Committee, Melissa Ann Martin. 
(MISSY runs up to the microphone as SNELGROVE 
-~ " - - fetwes the stage.) 
\
1 MISSY. It's Mar-Tin. Mar-Tin. Hi everyone! I'm Melissa Ann 
\ Mar-Tin, Head of the Prom Committee and I would 
· ~Y like to officially welcome you all to your Senior Prom! 
1 
~(./J(\"' (ThtSTUDENTS cheer.) 
~l Thank you. Before we in,troduce this year's candidates 
for Prom King and Queen, I'd like to thank my vice-
chair(s), {Name of AUDIENCE MEMBERS, 
e.g. a bachelorette lJr a birthday girl. If the ·v;u Chair" is 11 
bachelmetle, Mrs.5Y should also say:) 
Mrs.5Y. (Name of bacheloretle) is getting married 
right out of high school! We won't ask why. . 
---- (Name of Vice Chair/s) helped me fit 
my Jessica McCHntok. (ta the audimce) Don't I look 
wonderful? 
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(She takes a moment to ho/d:Jor applause, even if thm 
£r 111me.) ! · 
Thank you. (beat) And sp<!cial thanks to Mrs. Lascalzo 
.for letting us borrow her (Local Discount 
Club, t..g. BJ'S) Club card (or the decorations. Oh, and 
I'd also like to thank Patl}t (cakhing hersdj) uh, I me.an, 
Mrs, Lascalzo, for choosing me to portray the title char-
acter of Fanny Brice in the Spring musical, Funny Girl. 
(She talus a moment to hold for applause, roen if there 
J-is none.) NJY\ ' , 
:~11'0' DICKIE. (yelling) You suck! 
· MISSY. Thank you. (beat) Oki And now, it's the moment 
we've all been waiting for. It's time to announce the 
nominees for this year's Prom King and Queen. May I 
have the envelope please? 
(MOU.Y PARKER runs on sta"ge again and hands her an 
envelope.) l 
Our first nominee for P;fo King is ... Blake Williams! 
(NOTE: For all of the in uctions lo the nominees, 
music can be ustd to cover e time ii takes llit actor to I . 
get 1o the stage.) : 
; 
(BEEF kads "Aresenio Ha~· chanLs and cheers from 
the audience. Bl.AXE lakes jhe stagt and heads lo the 
.. ' ~ -microplrotre.J-· .. -·- _ ... ~ - ,_,, ___________ -- -·- - ....... " 
:' 0~ - BLAKE. (feigning surprise) This JS such a shock. (beat) News 
· \ O .I-sash for all the chicks out there: I just broke up with 
my White Snake groupie "Jookin' girlfriend, Whitley. 
• 
1 
So 1oaight it's open season on "111e Blakesier." 
. ~~ ' (Ht gives thtm •the look.") 
_f§> After the prom I'll be par¥ng at the -----
. (Local budget hole~ e.g; Ramada Inn outside the Holland 
T1mneh Sybaris Pool Suila oJJ of Mil:wauke Avenw.) 
(He pull! out a hotel key.) , 
Room 111. 
(He tosses the Uy to an AUDIENCE MEMBER. ~ 
sends the HEAmERS to get it back.) 
Horn 50 
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~~ 
(BLAKE steps away from the microphone. MISSY steps l ~LOUIS. Has anyone seen my Knight Rider Trapper Keeper? 
towards it, and then BLAKE realizes he forgot lo say b\)\ BEEF. (yelling) NERD!!! j 
something and steps back. MIS.W backs up.) ~{-Loms. Thank you! ' 
And I have a Camaro. .\().' (He turns upstage, revealing the "KICK ME" sign on 
(He steps away again. MISSY steps towards It, and then _ his b~k.. He steps ~'!Jl.1e !i.'!'8_~ to MICHAEi.JAY.) 
BIAKE remembers something else again and utums. \ . MISSY. Next we have ... Nick Fender! 
WSY backs off.) "' (Thm is no mpon.se.) 
And Whftley has crabs. Uh, Nick Fender? Fender? 
(B~ steps upstage_. ~ is disgusted, heads to the (FENDER jnal~ makes his way to th8 stagr.. MISSY ls a 
~--n am !11•~-!Wd cf»Jlm!M.S.J, · ... ·- ., ... ..••••. ,..,._:"'r'" .. ~·· ·:-~·~ " • • . ~ bil J-riglitnud as /11 afrfrrOt!tluu. FENDER stands in pnl 
MISSY. Our next nominee for Prom King is ... our very own 1e f\ '.>Jof the micropltone, takes la moment and Ihm gives the 
Clas.s President and my escort this evening ... Michael Jay I audien~ "the. finger" and, then sttps inta line.) 
(MICHAFl. takes the stage wit~ a. huge smile, waving to (NOTE: If you feel that "fhe finger" is inappropriate for 
the AUDIENCE MEMBERS, pointing at pwpk he knuws, y<YUr audience, you can ri(ilace it with a burp qr the1ine: 
giving peaple the "thumbs up," elc. He is acting lihe a "BITE ME.") . 
political candidak that has jwt accepud the 1wmina· J . 
tiori for PresidenL He kisses MISSY on tlit chu.k. Sf1t lifts ,__ ___ -(MlSSY..steps..badUa.J.he.upo:opliaM).._ ._ ... ·--... - - •• .,,.i-. - .. -
lier back ltg. He stepsu.p to the microphone beaming.) . \ MISSI (~m.)I U.011ghLh@r'5dtej.tr~  
MICHAEL JAY. (laughing and smiling big) Thank you, MIS.W. \ -.mJ'~ &fjNHS.!Y brl1in~  · 
(Sudden~; he tu.ms inUJ a serious pol1Jician. He stops smiJ. • 1\ '-:0un'l~i!romtnee- i~. ~ ot1r. foreign-~ba1<se-Studem 
t.tJpg a11d his voice tkops. He gesticukites while ha talks.) . ftoi:1Mne~ 
'\7MY fellow students, before yeu cast your vote tonight, ~~.S ;_6fHll6&c·ckarging-t~~ 
0:-'  remember the immortal words of ou'r fortieth Presi- }ipd.ta.W p~../:le.~·U/J*4"8.tri!G10phooe;klhN. ). e dent, Ronald Reagan, who said, "You can lell a lot a\ ~~q . . .o.ud...speaksrf?)#re/r·-m-01intu-.~Ml-
1 about a man's character by the way he eats his jelly · .) 
beans." 
(He takes a beaJ to lei that comment resonau and then 
immediate~ switches back to his beaming, smiling, self.) 
God Bless Amerlca! 
(MICHAEL JAY steps upstages next lo BIAKE, starting to 
form a line of Mminees.) 
----._..:___---·-~-.. -...... .... - . .. .. .,... 
MISSY. Thank you, Michael, for those very inspired words. 
Ok, our next nominee is ... Louis Fensterspockl 
(LOUIS makes his way lo the microphone. BlAKE puis a 
"KICK ME• ngn on his back as he walk.r by him. LOUJS 
steps up lo tlie microphone and raises his hand likt he~ 
asking a question in class.) 
. rV£¥,,.fimerb'~tual ·etriflts8) '. :::'NO"WltY-JOSft· 
(._ aJ~; ·llrerfisteps·in,,.Une--.wi#i-.tlwolkel'Mln~ 
· ··w~riM'QfJtrllii~ l. . .. 'l!t.4. . ~~/t.!.'.!'.ll' . ZP.W'~~,- --~-e VMJSSY. T.ftan·kryt>tt,.~. 
(FEtJN6"fi(fQJ~ 
I ' Aoo now our nominees for Prom Queen! Our first 1s ... 
(she isn't very happy about this) ... Whidey Whitiker! 
(WHITLEY takes the stages, walking by aU of the mak 
nominees, wlw can't talui. their ~es off of her.) 
WHITLEY. Wanaget High ... Hi! You· au know who I am, but 
for those ~f you who brought dates from other schools, 
..... 
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I'm Whitley Whitiker, Head Cheerleader, and voted 
Most Popular, Best Dressed, and most likely to be the 
next Kelly Lebrock. So remember, a vote for me is a 
vote for the pc~on you wish you could be. Thank you! 
(WHm.EY starts to step upstage and then suddenly 
remembers SQ111ething and returns to the microphone.) 
... And Blake Williams takes steroids. 
(Slie holds up her pinky to show everyone the side effects. 
MISSY once again is disgusted and steps back to tht 
--.. -· .• .-.!!!l:rof>IWM quickly!~-'~~~~-~ subject.) 
MISSY. (quickly changing the subject) Our next no~i;ee i;,,, 
'2. }) Kerrie Kowalski! 
«' (){ERRIE takes the stage. Slit is super-excited. She's on 
her way to being Prom Queen and getting to dance with 
Blake! She grahs the microphone.) 
KERRIE. Hi. Hi. Wow. I feel so cool up here. I feel likeJem! 
, (Shegrahs lztr earlikejem.) 
Q ~e ~·\~,5-)1 want LO thank all of the people who [el me do theii'. 
· homework for them in exchange for this nomination. 
Thanks _I (Names of actual AUDIENCE MEMBER.) 
(Sui11g that KERRIE i.r getting a liUle out of hand, MISSY 
steps back towards the microphom to try and regain con· 
trol of the Prom. KERRIE sees her coming and grahs the 
. microphl)ne from its stand and steps away.) 
debv'1 efs1And if I ma~ take a moment . .T want to tell certain 
people on th ts stage whose name rhymes wilh .... Blake ... 
that even though I came to the Prom with Louis, I'm 
not "with" Louis. And I've never been in a camaro. 
And I don't even..Jike.crabs. They give me gas. Honest. 
JSlzt makes a Wud "fart" sound into the microphone and 
then laughs. MISSY is horrifad and grabs the microphone 
from her and continues. KmRIE smiles and waves and 
s'1/! into the Mmination line next to WHfl'L.E".) 
~ \ MISSY. (TW'ining her c<Jmposu.re) Our next nominee ... is ... oh 
')"\ my Gosh, me! I am so honored. I bad no idea, did 
1-f ~17· . ? (Insert tlie name of the samt AUDIENCE 
J('f'.Q 
.J 
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MEMBER that was her "~ica Chair.~) None! Oh my. (She 
starts to "act.") Whatefer happens tonight, it Wll.! an 
honor just to be nomihated. 
(She waits for applause, ~if there is none.) 
Thank you. ; 
(Cltangi.ng her tone to upbeat again.) 
Gk,. em next H01lline~ ~ .. ourSwtdbh EKtilil~­
-0&t1M!fld-sta'l"'Ufttre-wt'lrtci"!r.lYl?lli ng 'tip With P-eefile ', 
~Qn[ . 
(Mis~~tf>cltY.rNG/lro.m~....-fl"l}'hone . 
'INGlt.-aJ>Prua.olre.Y·lhnrJ;croplti}Ti'a'~, 11al m~ 
undmtmrdtng TO!t'f"1h~·lrt~"'°mn:<dhti"'ttrtl1e 3tuge. 
Wlien.~lidff2,""ili610ii~ 
4MJl.ien~~ 
~~Uro-oftlre~~ 
~itr't~~ 
-~J!A.low~..llg4nJ.U1en:./tanso•ovSl"'n1ttrtJui..mim>.. 
p~1'1-sfrta*.) 
• ..INGA-sw~. 
-(SM"S~nttrt~·rromimnTun-tim. Ml6S\t IU/JS' 
r··· .... :.,!l,l!J.f.l.~ - · · - - ·-- -..._ 
:... MISSY. ~~ln.ga.,..Y.0~11e-eevious~)"!eam~k>l--wl.»Ia 
. l,, if1•01H'-Eetmtry. And our last nominee for Prom Queen 
·f) is .. . is this right? (lcoking around for help and calls out 
:f! IQ lier "Vice Chair· again) ! {Name of "V'll~ 
Chair.") • I , 
BEEF. (yelling) Read. ltl ... t;:Y\'1·~a ~Ii'· l,...t_ 
MISSY. Our last nominee for Prom Queen is ... Dickie 
Harrington? '. 
DICKIE. ifrom the audience) ~'hat? 
{DICKIE makes his way through the cruwd to the stage. 
He crosses lo MISSY. They kiok. as if they are going to 
.. square off.) ' 
tlhu j \~t's going on bere, '.Mi~ Mar-Ti.n. ls this some kind 
~ of Joke? Why would anyone norrunate me for Prom 
Queen? 
(One look at his outfit~~ you why.) 
l 
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·: 0 Sll ~.I don't know, Dickie, it must be some kind.of mis-
take, I mean, there'.s no way you can compete with me. 
A.LL STUDENTS. Oooooooh. 
S)ot-~fi>I~. The only mistake was you playing Fanny Brice 
mstead of me. · · 
• t.:'STUDENTS. Oooooooh. 
Jq:G SY. I hate to rain on your parade, Dickie, but you don't 
- have wlm it takes 10 be Prom Queen. 
AIL STUDENTS. Oooooooh. 
{~~DiCKJE. Anything you can do I can do better. ~ ~(J\Mlssv, No you can'tl 
(,,OJ\V DICKIE. Yes I can! 
MISSY. No you can't! 
OICKJE. Yes I can! 
MISSY, (singing) No you can't! 
(He flushes her aside and takes the microphone.) 
DICKIE. Hold your never been french kissed tongue. The 
, 4 ( ~·\ µ. stude.nis have spoken. And tonight, I'll show you who 
. J...l • tnily 1s the greatest star of all. 
(to the audience) 
I am humbled byyour nomination. 
(to MISSY) 
And you are a a fat cow. 
(Chaos erupts! MISSY smams and lunges at DICKIE. 
MICHAEL JAY catches her and holds her back. WHITI.EY 
and BLAKE a~. FElJNG speaks in Chinese.' INGA 
putr her leg over her head. FENDER tries [() give LOUIS 
a wedgie. MRS. L ":lns back on slagt, goes to tht micrrr 
~- and bl<Jws a whistk. Every°™ immediately feeus 
· m whatever position thty arr: in.) 
MRS. L (to t/1eaudimce)Your nominees for King and Queen I 
(E~eryone turns face front and smi/,es big, as if having 
their photo taken, their bodies still frozen in whatever 
posilion the;; wm in when MRS. L blew her whist/,e,) 
Have a totally awesome time everybody! 
(Blackout. Strobe lights. The Prom begins.) 
I 
!"' j 
I 
r 
! 
i 
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Scene III 
"Freeform #1" 
The NOMINEES all leave the stage, ~t/81 IN"'1t, 
!UM s/ands..Jhm..smiling,:-not.Jmowing..whal. ta dtJ. If.an 
· A1!DIENCE MEMBER ·doesn't· get' her-0ff tM.stage,...lht!J 
-MRS: L firi'a/J>j explaint to"lrd'tlrdt' !lit Mfiiihillktrif t111J 
··f11!tr' dnd lteips her eff'tltFstage. 
25 
WHinEY leaves ll1e stage in a huff, squabbles with +o 
Bl.AXE and tumtually rushes off to the bathroom, push- QC ( v ~ 
ing through the crowd, yelling al pwple /.o get our of her 
way. The HEATIIERS fof(ow after hf'. TMj tXit Lo change 
into their cheer outfits In the balliroo11i. Thej inJerm;I 
~!~.~tpJE.1:{9.!'..~~- while changing. 
BLAKE and BEEF gather a group of guys f~,.th~-- fij·--.·-. 
audience jflf a "huddk. • They /di the guys that aJ tlu V ~ 
beginning of tlu year, they all made a vow to lose their 0-f 0 
virginity by Prom Night. _Evtryune suceeded ... except (and 
lht'j wok at one AUDIENCE MEMBER), "PEE WEE." So 
tonigh~ they 'U help get ~ra WEB laid . 
NOTE: If this is ina~ for your audience Bl.A.KE 
· · can say that they all ma}le a vow to "lose their virginity • 
or "pt kissur lrj Prom i;i.igl1t. 
After an inspirational ~uch,' BLAKE gives PEE WEE a {Q ~\\\I 
red Trojan crmdom from his wallet that his older brother c,'c\O.\{\ 
gave him. He instmcts·everyrme lo introdtu:e PEE WEE 
to girls all night wng. They all put their liand.s -intc Ifie 
cm/er of tht hudd/.e and brtak with "GET PEE ~ 
l...AID.' • . ·~ . ... - - .. ··-· ... ---.... __ _ .......... ... _. 
B~F tfitn ~tarts roaming through lhe audience with a t " J ( ( 
giant greeting card that he made f()T the COACH, tulio Ct ~S 
will be retiring this year. He gets audience members IQ 
sign the car4. . ____ ; ..... -------·--·--- ----
FENDER approaches some AUDIENCE MEMBERS. He 
asks them if tMy want to buy some "doobage. "He pulls 
it out and shows # /.o !hem, t i 
cha lfi. ry, we ear SNELGROVE calling oul 
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Hom 54 
Titles of the Units and Summary of the Action 
• Unit 1 - "The Arrivals Begin" 
Missy, Michael Jay, and Principal Snelgrove, greet students arrive outside the entrance to 
the Prom. 
• Unit 2 - "Mrs. L's Welcome" 
Mrs. L makes everyone feel welcome and wishes them well. 
• Unit 3 - "The First Photo" 
Lloyd and Molly snap photos of students as they enter. 
• Unit 4 - "The Bad Boy" 
Nick Fender makes the Prom guests feel unwelcome and uneasy by offering cigarettes 
and insulting them. 
• Unit 5 - "The Bicycle Arrival" 
Louis arrives on his bike, falls off, and is confronted by Fender. 
• Unit 6 - "The Save" 
Kerrie helps Louis into Prom and tries to get him excited about being there. 
• Unit 7 - "Dickie does Sassy" 
Dickie arrives dressed as Boy George and immediately confronts Missy about her attire. 
• Unit 8 - "The Cool Kids" 
The popular kids arrive in a limo causing quite a stir. 
• Unit 9 - "Beef and the Heathers" 
When Beef exits the limo he is ill. The Heathers, his girlfriends, follow him. 
• Unit 10 - "Blake and Whitley Make an Entrance" 
Hom 55 
Principal Snelgrove lets Blake and Whitley enter unscathed by him. Whitely catches 
Blake "making eyes" at another girl. 
• Unit 11 - "Fender vs. Snelgrove Part 1" 
Fender and Principal Snelgrove have their first show down of the evening. 
• Unit 12 - "DJ Johnny Hughes Gets the Party Started" 
DJ Johnny is on stage getting students to begin dancing and enjoying themselves. 
• Unit 13 - "Beef and Blake do Arsenio" 
Beef and Blake get the students to chant like "on the Arsenio Hall Show" every time Beef 
or Blake is on stage. 
• Unit 14 - "Girl Talk" 
Dickie and the Heathers meet up to have girl talk. 
• Unit 15 - "Blake vs. Whitley Part 1" 
Whitley catches Blake looking at other girls and breaks-up with him. 
• Unit 16 - "The Official Welcome" 
Principal Snelgrove and Mrs. L officially welcome students to the Prom and go over the 
"rules". 
• Unit 17 - "Welcome from the Prom Committee and Announcement of Prom Court" 
Missy welcomes students, thanks Prom Committee and begins announcing the Prom 
Court. 
• Unit 18 - "Blake's Acceptance" 
Blake gives his acceptance speech and publicly insults Whitley currently his ex-
girlfriend. 
• Unit 19- "Michael Jay's Acceptance" 
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Michael Jay accepts his nomination as though he was accepting the nomination for 
President of the United States. 
• Unit 20 - "Louis Accepts" 
Super nerd Louis doesn't realize he has been nominated and asks about his Trapper 
Keeper. 
• Unit 21 - "The Finger" 
Fender accepts his nomination by giving everyone the finger. 
• Unit 22 - "Whitley's Gratitude" 
Whitley makes sure everyone knows who she is and insults Blake. 
• Unit 23 - "Kerrie's Excitement" 
When Kerrie is called to the stage as a nominee, she is giddy and tries to let Blake know 
that she did not come to the Prom with Louis. 
• Unit 24 - "Missy's Humility" 
As Missy announces herself as a Prom Queen candidate, she mentions "what an honor it 
is just to be nominated". 
• Unit 25 - "Dickie vs. Missy Part I" 
Missy announces Dickie as the final Prom Queen candidate. Dickie thinks Missy has 
done this to embarrass him. The two of them argue and the audience discovers that 
Dickie is bitter towards Missy as she got the female lead in the school musical. 
• Unit 26 - "Blake vs. Whitley Part 2" 
Both Blake and Whitley publicly insulted the other dilling their acceptance speeches. As 
they are leaving the stage, they argue and Whitley runs into the girl's restroom with the 
Heathers. 
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• Unit 27 - "The First Kiss" 
Blake and Beef round up a group of guys reminding them of their vow at the beginning 
of the year that they would all get their first kiss by Prom. Pee Wee has failed to fulfill 
his vow, so they must now assist him in his quest. 
• Unit 28 - "Coach's Card" 
Beef roams through the audience trying to get people to sign the retirement card that he 
made for Coach. 
• Unit 29 - "Doobage" 
Fender approaches audience members and asks if they want to smoke some doobage with 
them. 
• Unit 30 - "Fender vs. Snelgrove Part 2" 
Principal Snelgrove calls out Fender's name and in a panic Fender hides his "doobage" in 
an audience member pants. Once Snelgrove is on the scene he and Fender have a heated 
exchange. 
• Unit 31 - "The Return of the Doobage" 
Once Snelgrove has finished his lecture, Fender retrieves his "doobage" from the 
audience member's pants. 
• Unit 32 - "The Trashcan" 
On his way out to smoke, Fender sees Louis looking at him wrong and puts him in a 
trashcan. 
• Unit 33 - "Where is Blake?" 
Kerrie continues to ask audience members if they have seen Blake. When she runs into 
him she taps him on the shoulder. He turns around. She freezes and then rnns away. 
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• Unit 34 - "Missy Makes the Rounds" 
Missy works her way through the crowd asking her classmates if they are having a good 
time and asks them to sign her yearbook. In addition, she is reminding people to vote for 
Prom King and Queen. 
• Unit 35 - Michael Jay Makes the Rounds" 
Michael Jay is also working the crowd. He thanks them for voting for him as last year's 
Class President and hopes he can count of their vote again. Michael continues to quote 
Ronald Regan. 
• Unit 36 - "Dickie Gets Catty" 
Dickie is wondering around commenting on people's outfits, and asking people if they 
saw Missy as Fanny Brice. He reminds them how he would have been so much better. 
He wants to get back at Missy and tries to get people to vote for him for Prom Queen. 
Mood/Sense Adjectives 
• Unit 1 - "The Arrivals Begin" 
Touching: enjoyment, pleasing, warm 
Tasting: clean, significant 
Smelling: aromatic, fresh, remarkable 
Hearing: bouncy, gaily, lively 
Seeing: amusement, cheerful, dazzle· 
• Unit 2- "Mrs. L's Welcome" 
Touching: cozy, tender, warm 
Tasting: dainty, gingerly 
Smelling: aromatic, delightful, sweet 
1· 
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Hearing: calm, comfortingly, joyful 
Seeing: admirable, authentic, energetically 
• Unit 3 - "The First Photo" 
Touching: pleasing, romantic, tender 
Tasting: delicacy, gentle, smooth 
Smelling: bright, fresh, perfumed 
Hearing: blaring, cheerful, gleeful 
Seeing: adventurous, candid, lively 
• Unit 4 - "The Bad Boy" 
Touching: biting, corrosive, oily 
Tasting: blunt, dreadful, rough 
Smelling: deceptively, harsh, noxious 
Hearing: alarming, clashing, crude 
Seeing: blatant, brusque, uninhabited 
• Unit 5 - "The Bicycle Arrival" 
Touching: detached, flimsy, man-handled 
Tasting: cool, bad taste 
Smelling: awful, decayed, disgusting 
Hearing: dominant, explosive, forced 
Seeing: intense, painful, reek 
• Unit 6 - "The Save" 
Touching: delicate, smooth, soft 
Tasting: light, dewy 
Smelling: earthy, pure, sweet 
Hearing: fresh, pleasant, steady 
Seeing: modest, polite, rosy 
• Unit 7 - "Dickie does Sassy" 
Touching: biting, blunt, coarse 
Tasting: cheap, feverish, gusto 
Smelling: acrid, decayed, harsh 
Hearing: acidic, brassy, obnoxious 
Seeing: animosity, avengeful, conceited 
• Unit 8 - "The Cool Kids" 
Touching: lavish, skillful, vast 
Tasting: powerful, significant 
Smelling: intense, overbearing, strong 
Hearing: blaring, bouncy, jovial 
Seeing: admirable, animated, flashy 
• Unit 9 - "Beef and the Heathers" 
Touching: excessive, irritate, unyielding 
Tasting: repulsive, tainted 
Smelling: intense, piercing 
Hearing: dominant, erratic, hearty 
Seeing: bloated, clumsy, crazy 
• Unit 10 ...:... "Blake and Whitley Make an Entrance" 
Touching: broken, cool, feverish 
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Tasting: dash, painful, repulsive 
Smelling: nauseous, ripe, seedy 
Hearing: explosive, gloomy, piercing 
Seeing: confusedly, dark, ghastly 
• Unit 11 - "Fender vs. Snelgrove Part 1" 
Touching: gripping, massive, rocky 
Tasting: powerful, rigid, thorny 
Smelling: noxious, overbearing, potent 
Hearing: dissonant, gritty, harshly 
Seeing: brazen, burly, clashing 
• Unit 12 - "DJ Johnny Hughes Gets the Party Started" 
Touching: contagious, magnetic, titillation 
Tasting: cool, dexterity, gusto 
Smelling: bright, explosive, robust 
Hearing: ambitiously, bright, hearty 
Seeing: agility, animated, dapper 
• Unit 13 - "Beef and Blake do Arsenio" 
Touching: enjoyment, contagious, feverish 
Tasting: gusto, magnetic, 
Smelling: dominant, strong 
Hearing: blaring, lively, raucous 
Seeing: energetically, focused, frenzied, 
• Unit 14 - "Girl Talk" 
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Touching: intimate, pleasing, satisfying 
Tasting: imperfect, spiked 
Smelling: contagious, potent, random 
Hearing: devilish, frivolous 
Seeing: brazen, crafty, deceptively 
• Unit 15 - "Blake vs. Whitley Part 1" 
Touching: questionable, ruffled, splinter 
Tasting: sharp, spicy, tainted 
Smelling: sour, vaporous 
Hearing: harping, harshly, loud 
Seeing: corrupt, forlorn, hateful 
• Unit 16 - "The Official Welcome" 
Touching: rigid, unfeeling, warm 
Tasting: sharp, tender, unfeeling 
Smelling: sweet, tart, volatile 
Hearing: harping, intense, jovial 
Seeing: conditional, crabby, crusader 
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• Unit 17 - "Welcome from the Prom Committee and Announcement of Prom Court" 
Touching: clean, satisfying 
Tasting: gingerly, remarkable, significant 
Smelling: pure, sweet 
Hearing: harmoniously, lightly, peacefully 
Seeing: courteous, coy, delightful 
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• Unit 18 - "Blake's Acceptance" 
Touching: irregular, sweaty, warp 
Tasting: powerful, repulsive 
Smelling: athletic, dominant, intense 
Hearing: acidic, artificial, frivolous 
Seeing: animosity, blatant, boorish 
• Unit 19- "Michael Jay's Acceptance" 
Touching: gripping, starched, solid 
Tasting: sharp, typical 
Smelling: steady, rich 
Hearing: direct, extemporize, gusto 
Seeing: boisterous, comic, contradictory 
• Unit 20 - "Louis Accepts" 
Touching: questionable, ruffled, starched 
Tasting: stiffly, limp 
Smelling: homely, odd, random 
Hearing: distant, forced, awkward 
Seeing: abnormal, alienated, ambitious 
• Unit 21 - "The Finger" 
Touching: blunt, corrosive, nasty 
Tasting: homed, repulsive, spicy 
Smelling: stagnated, tainted 
Hearing: harshly, intense, moody 
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Seeing: corrupt, cunning, demented -
• Unit 22 - "Whitley's Gratitude" 
Touching: detached, prickly, smooth 
Tasting: bad taste, dense 
Smelling: annoying, dominant, forceful 
Hearing: ambitiously, acidic, callous 
Seeing: amusement, arousing, cunning 
• Unit 23 - "Kerrie's Excitement" 
Touching: feverish, massive, vast 
Tasting: strange, voracious, unique 
Smelling: homely, plain 
Hearing: disjointed, erratic, gaily 
Seeing: budding, candid, detached 
• Unit 24- "Missy's Humility" 
Touching: judge, smug 
Tasting: chipped, pleasing 
Smelling: annoying, bothersome, irritating 
Hearing: arrogant, snobbish 
Seeing: conceited, proud, vain 
• Unit 25 - "Dickie vs. Missy Part I" 
Touching: biting, corrosive, volatile 
Tasting: dreadful, repulsive, unstable 
Smelling: explosive, unpredictable 
Hearing: devilish, erratic, fickle 
Seeing: blatant, clever demanding 
• Unit 26 - "Blake vs. Whitley Part 2" 
Touching: rocky, rough, sharp 
Tasting: irritate, painful, prickly 
Smelling: ac~d, caustic, noxious 
Hearing: awful, callous, muddy 
Seeing: cunning, diabolic, frenzied 
• Unit 27 - "The First Kiss" 
Touching: lustful, skillful, titillation 
Tasting: pleasing, restless 
Smelling: cheap, fresh, intense 
Hearing: gaily, gusto, impulsive 
Seeing: confusedly, cunning forlorn 
• Unit 28 - "Coach's Card" 
Toµching: feverish, enjoyment, intimate 
Tasting: robust, satisfying, significant 
Smelling: athletic, unusual 
Hearing: candid, cheerful, gleeful 
Seeing: poisterous, energetically, flattering 
• Unit 29 - "Doobage" 
Touching: corrosive, gripping, rough 
Tasting: sharp, strange, unconventional 
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Smelling: smoky, strong, tainted 
Hearing: harshly, intense, moody 
Seeing: concealed, cunning, deceptively 
• Unit 30 - "Fender vs. Snelgrove Part 2" 
Touching: hot, rigid, thorny 
Tasting: heavy, irritate, prickly 
Smelling: intense, piercing, pungent 
Hearing: demented, erratic, splinter · 
Seeing: abrupt, barbarous, harshness 
• Unit 31 - "The Return of the Doobage" 
Touching: blunt, flinching, mangle 
Tasting: prickly, restless 
Smelling: intense, piercing, pungent 
Hearing: distorted, exotic 
Seeing: crazy, cunning, dirty 
• Unit 32 - "The Trashcan" 
Touching: rough, thorny, unfeeling 
Tasting: painful, repulsive, stiff 
Smelling: moldy, overbearing, rancid 
Hearing: dissonant, dreadful, forced 
Seeing: intense, potent, rank 
• Unit 33 - "Where is Blake?" 
Touching: dainty, lifeless, limp 
Tasting: lukewarm, mildly 
Smelling: light, minor, mild 
Hearing: dimly, faint, odd 
Seeing: devoid, faint 
• Unit 34- "Missy Makes the Rounds" 
Touching: enjoyment, feverish, magnetic 
Tasting: pleasing, remarkable, smooth 
Smelling: primary, savory, soothe 
Hearing: direct, extemporize, fresh 
Seeing: boisterous, cheerful, delightful 
• Unit 35 -Michael Jay Makes the Rounds" 
Touching: skillful, smooth, stiff 
Tasting: solid, magnetic 
Smelling: intense, overbearing, robust 
Hearing: direCt, dominant, fluency 
Seeing: broad, budding, clever 
• Unit 36 - "Dickie Gets Catty" 
Touching: homed, mash, nasty 
Tasting: irritate, painful, prickly 
Smelling: acrid, pungent, rank 
Hearing: acidic, bad taste, erratic 
Seeing: blatant, brutal, colorful. 
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Characters 
Mr. Richard "Dick" Snelgrove: 
Desire: Principal Snelgrove's desire is to keep the students from having any "fun" 
Principal Snelgrove hates Prom night because the students get to have fun. He never got 
to go to his own Senior Prom so his hate comes from resentment. He will not let this Prom get 
out of control. 
Will: His will is very strong. He will do everything in his power, including using a 
bullhorn, frisking and threatening students to keep them in line. 
Decorum: Principal Snelgrove is a fascist dictator. 
Moral Stance: Principal Snelgrove has very strong morals and believes that rules are 
black and white and should always be followed. 
Summary list of adjectives: Principal Snelgrove is threatening, strong willed and angry. 
Whitley Whitiker: 
Desire: Whitley's desire is to be the Prom Queen to fulfill the family legacy. 
Whitley desires but also expects to be crowned Prom Queen. Whitley's mother, 
grandmother, and great grandmother were all Prom Queens. She believes tonight the crown will 
be passed on to her. 
Decorum: Whitley is an elitist snob. 
Moral Stance: Whitley will do whatever it takes to get what she wants. 
Summary list of adjectives: Whitley is sexy, bitchy, proud, and vain. 
Melissa Ann "Missy" Martin: 
Desire: Missy wants everything at Prom to go perfectly. 
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For four years Missy has been waiting to plan a Prom. She has planned this Prom down 
to the last detail so that everything will run smoothly. 
Decorum: Missy is a people pleaser and is constantly checking to make sure everyone is 
enjoying themselves. 
Moral Stance: Missy is from the right family and gets the right grades; therefore, morals 
are extremely important to her. 
Summary List of Adjectives: Missy is perky, beautiful, and a goodie-goodie. 
Reviews 
The original production of The Awesome 80 's Prom opened September 101h, 2004 at 
Webster Hall in New York City for a six week run. Due to its success and popularity, it is still 
running today and won the 2006 Improvisational Theatre Association Award for Best Show. 
Original reviews were mixed. In their article Theatre Review: Awesome 80s Prom 
Lightweight Fun The Gothamist said: 
The Gothamist knew after the first ten minutes that this premise required 
many, many drinks. The music sounded great and we loved dancing to these 
tunes, but the premise grated on us quickly. 
However, David Sanchez for OffBroadway.com said. "The Awesome 80 's Prom isn't just 
a show- it's an experience." 
Productions all over the United States have opened to overwhelmingly positive reviews. 
Rohan Preston from the Minneapolis Star Tribune says of its local production: 
Like the real event, it's what you bring to it. It's so obvious in many ways 
and that's really the point of this show. I found myselflaughing and having a 
mindless good time. 
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Playwright Ken Davenport 
Ken Davenport is primarily a producer of Broadway and Off-Broadway shows. His 
productions have grossed over $100 million dollars world wide. These shows include the 
popular titles Oleanna by David Mamet starring Bill Pullman and Julia Stiles, Speed-the-Plow 
by David Mamet starring Raul Esparza, Will Ferrell's You're Welcome America, Blithe Spirit by 
Noel Coward starring Angela Lansbury, and 13 The Musical music by Jason Robert Brown and 
book by Dan Elish/ He is the only independent producer to have had three shows running 
simultaneously Off-Broadway. Recently, Ken was named to Crain's "40 Under Forty" which 
recognizes the top business men and women under the age of forty. 
Ken grew up in Massachusetts as a child actor. He graduated with honors from 
New York University's Tisch School. When asked where the idea for The Awesome 80's Prom 
came from he replied: 
I was a child of the 80s and grew up watching The Breakfast Club, Pretty in Pink, and all 
the new classics. When watching these movies, all that I used to think was, "Wouldn't it be 
great ifI could be a part of that school?" The show allows you to experience that. (The 
Producers Prospective) 
Ken Davenport's blog, The Producers Perspective, has been featured in numerous print 
publications including Vanity Fair and New York Magazine. The daily blog provides readers 
with his opinion as a producer on all things Broadway. From audition tips to how to invest in a 
Broadway show and how to get a producer to read your script his blog site is a treasure trove of 
information. 
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Mr. Davenport is also responsible for creating BroadwaySpace.com which is the only 
social networking site completely devoted to Broadway fans and the community. (The Producers 
Prospective) 
Learning Goals for the Pinewood Stage Company 
• Characterization - The Awesome 80 's Prom will be the ultimate test of "staying in character" for 
my students. I want them to be able to m~intain their character not only in the scripted scenes, 
but during the free form scenes when they must interact with audience members who may be 
their friends and family. The temptation might be to sit and hang out with people they know and 
chat about things not relevant to the play. I would like the student to be able to rebuff these 
topics of conversations and keep themselves and audience members in the show. 
• Thinking on their feet-Although we can prepare by studying our characters and all the given 
situations, because the audience will be different each night and have different experiences or 
ideas about the 1980's, the students will never know what someone might say or do. By 
maintaining focus and character they will be able to stay in character and think on their feet. I 
hope that this skill will help them in later productions in situations where a cast member, or 
themselves, forgets a line. It is also a useful skill when interacting with people, job interviews, 
and other such life situations they will find themselves in. 
• Historical context of characters - We have not done many productions over the past few years 
that require students to study a particular time period. A lot of what we have done has taken 
place in present day. Due to the audience interaction, and the anticipated average age of the 
audience, students will need to be aficionados on the 1980's. Not only will this aid in the 
authenticity of their character when interacting with others, but by understanding the political, 
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social, and economic history of the 1980's, it will help them understand where their characters 
are coming from. 
• Script analysis - I found a wonderful article by Bruce Miller on the SchoolTheatre.org website 
called "Prompt and Circumstance". It uses improv as a tool for scri~t analysis. It gives a 
wonderful outline and step by step guide on how to use improv to analyze a regular script. It, of 
course, works with our scripted scenes, but also as a WONDERFUL tool for our uriscripted 
scenes. Ultimately, Miller wants to students to: 
o Possess an understanding of the play and their individual character. 
o Know how your character serves the overall story as well as the stories contained in- each 
scene you appear in. 
o Create a body of choices for your character based on their objective (Miller) 
My goal with this is to share the article with the kids and apply it to our show. My hopes for 
growth after the show are that they will find some or all of it helpful and apply it to other shows 
in their future. I found that it works for me as a director as well. (see appendix for a copy) 
Auditions 
Awesome 80s' Prom 
Production Journal 
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Well over a year prior to production our head master had agreed to play the Principal in 
the production. I was so excited to have him as it would be perfect for an adult, especially our 
actual principal to play this role. Two days prior to auditions he tells me that because he has 
taken a new job, he is not sure he can make all the rehearsals and the commitments. While I 
understand and appreciate him being honest I wish I would have known sooner. I feel like I have 
exhausted all avenues to find an alternate adult male to take on this part and had no success. I 
don't think I can't wait and not cast this part, as what happens ifl can't fill it? Also, I don't want 
an adult female to play the teacher and a teenager to play the principal. ... that won't work either. 
I have wrestled with this and think I will just cast all the roles from my high school 
students. I am concerned about the students having to play older. I can't do much with makeup 
since they are constantly interacting with the audience. The teacher I can make a young 
teacher. .. there is only one line in the script that gives us an idea of how old she is ... and we have 
cut that line due to the sexual innuendo. I will have to rely on a wig, facial hair, and glasses for 
him. Again, there is no reference to his age, so he doesn't have to be really old. This is not an 
ideal situation, but I think we can make it work. It is easier to do this now then struggle and 
rearrange the cast later if we cannot find anyone. 
Other than this dilemma, I am very happy with how the cast has turned out. I needed a 
few more students than I have in the class for a couple of the smaller parts (celebrity 
impersonator and dance contest winner .. .listed as the plant). I cast 2 of our varsity soccer player 
who, strangely enough, possess these talents. Taylor is a great Michael Jackson impersonator 
and Justin can break dance like no one else! So excited to have them on board! The honors class 
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does not have any freshman, but I did pull 3 from the Advanced Drama class to play some of the 
freshman in the production. I needed them for numbers and it is a great chance for them to be 
part of the honors production I hope for them to be a part of in the future. 
Sur1day, March 20th 
Still frustrated with scheduling of our extra rehearsals. Because my high school is small, 
most of our kids do a little bit of everything. While this is nice, it makes it difficult to schedule 
things after hours as I am "expected" to schedule around athletics. It was very hard to schedule 
around baseball, soccer, softball, and track .. .. but I managed. Sigh .... my rehearsals are actually a 
required part of the class .... when will this seem important to parents? I guess when I start 
impacting their child's grade. Also cannot hold rehearsals over spring break ... but I did know 
about this .... still don't like it though, but most of the families are on trips anyway. 
While we do have class time each day to work, we do have other things I have to cover in 
the curriculum ... and we can't get through the entire show in our 45 min daily class time. Hence 
the need for our extra time together. I have been spending 3 days a week in class working on 
characterization ... back stories .... studying the 1980s ... etc. 
Each student has been assigned an area of the 1980s (music, fads, fashion, politics, world 
events, slang, etc) and will be presenting a PowerPoint to the class. In addition, they will be 
providing people with a "cheat sheet" of info that will be used as a study aid. The students will 
be having a test over all these aspects of the 1980's since they really need to be expe1ts in all the 
things of the latter part of the decade. 
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Class time March 21st - 24th 
Although the kids had the scripts prior to auditions, we did our first read through this 
week with them reading the part in which they had been cast in. Kids seem to be on the right 
track. 
Each student has been assigned their PowerPoint to present to the class based on what 
their character might be interested in. For example, the actor playing Michael Jay will be 
presenting about politics in the late 80s since his character emulates President Ronald Reagan. 
They will be presenting these beginning the week after spring break. 
We talked about Prom themes this week. Students with an idea had to work up a 
presentation for the class on what the decor would be (wall decor, table decorations, invitations, 
etc). They had to either put together a "set" model, a two dimensional drawing, or a PowerPoint. 
They could also work in groups. They presented these on Thursday this week and did a great 
job! We narrowed it down to 3 themes (Neon Lights, Viva Las Vegas, and Starry Nights). The 
kids voted and Viva Las Vegas won by a landslide. 
We looked through Prom catalogs for other ideas and found a couple of things. 
However, the stuff the kids came up with was better! Maybe they should work for the Prom 
company! 
The kids and I will be building/creating 90% of the decorations. This is typical with a set 
as I want them to feel some ownership. In addition, it is a learned experience. I don't want them 
to go away feeling like the actors do not have to participate in the construction of sets and props, 
painting, technical elements, etc. I know some schools who do this and not only do the kids miss 
out on learning about different areas of the theatre, but I feel like it produces actors who have the 
diva like attitude that they are above doing any of the manual labor. Arrggghhh ... drives me 
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crazy! Plus, my kids LOVE doing it! They would be sad if they didn't get to use power tools 
and paint! 
Also started work on characterization this week. The kids each had to create a back-story 
for their character. Then, we set up several school scenarios, (example .. .lunch in the cafeteria) 
and let them play out. Cliques that would "normally" sit together did. I had different characters 
visit different tables and see how that played itself out. We also put the characters at a Pep 
Rally, Football game, and the Mall. This helped not only to develop the individual characters, 
but even more so to develop the relationships between the characters which is essential for this 
production. Kids really enjoyed this and so did I!!! We will continue to do this throughout the 
rehearsal process and see what new discoveries we can make. 
NYC - March 26th - 29th 
This is not a rehearsal, but this info is important to the production. I took the kids on a 
trip to NYC. While we were there we went to the Off-Broadway production of The Awesome 80s 
Prom. Normally, I would not encourage the kids to see the production/movie so close to the 
time we are doing it for fear of them parroting what they see. However, with a production like 
this, that really isn't a concern. I wanted them to see how everything fit together, the nonstop 
energy, and how the characters work with the audience. It was spectacular. I knew they 
understood the concept of what we were doing, but to experience it was sooo helpful! Even 
though I only took 3 kids ... they were able to bring back pictures and share their experience. 
Also while we were there, we had the unique opportunity to meet the 
playwright/producer of the show and take an improv class with one of the cast members. Craig, 
the cast member, went through some different games and exercises that he and the cast do when 
working on characterization or when new people join the cast. I will be using both of these with 
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the kids as they will really help. Characterization is really what this show is all about. Without 
strong characters the show will not work. That is another point that was driven home in the 
production. He also provided us with a character list that contained different movie references 
for different characters. This was something the playwright put together to give people an idea 
of where his inspirations came from. He makes no secret that he patterned his characters after 
familiar characters from the popular John Hughes films of the 1980s. 
Class time April 4 - 8 
Now that we are done with our spring break, it is time to hit the scripted scenes in the 
script. The blocking isn't too difficult. I wrestled with the "Announcement of the Court" and 
"Crowning" scenes as I NEVER put kids in a line across the front of the stage. However, that is 
what is traditionally done in these situations; I tried to break it up by making a sort of triangle. 
Stage right will see the DJ and MC; stage center (forward of the DJ and MC making the point of 
the triangle) is where Mrs. Lascalzo and Principal Snelgrove speak that the microphone as do 
each of the court members when announced, and stage left (up stage of the mic) are the court 
members. Not perfect, but it looks authentic which is what we are going for. We don't want 
people to think they are at a play. We want them to have an experience. 
I also choreographed and taught the cheer and dance to the cheerleaders. The script calls 
for them to be "video vixens" and we did do that, but tamed it down a little. Whitley will not rip 
off her shirt to reveal her bra with the word "ME" on the cups. Although funny, and we are 
marketing this for high school and up, that may go a little too far and my Whitley is not 
comfortable with it anyway. It is really nice that the playwright allows organizations to tailor the 
production to suit their audience. I don't think it hampers the integrity of the script at all, as 
there is actually very little to change. 
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For the choreography I watched several videos that had "video vixens" however I found 
very few of them actually "danced" in the traditional sense. I used mostly Janet Jackson, 
Michael Jackson, and Paula Abdul videos for choreography inspiration. 
The other idea the kids had, which I thought was genius, came to them when we were 
talking about popular movies fro:111 the late 80s and theorizing why they might be popular and the 
target age group. Most of them had seen Dirty Dancing. Several of them, not serious at first, 
said, "Wouldn't it be funny if we did the final number like they do in Dirty Dancing?" Most 
people were quiet at that point and so I said well, why not? They were game, so we are doing a 
modified version. Decided to do the classic slow opening and the group part after Patrick 
Swayze jumps off the stage onto the floor. For the famous lift, the kids decided it would be fun 
to have Dickie be the one who is lifted. He is game so that is that! I think the audience will get a 
laugh out of it for sure. 
This week saw us learning about politics, clothing fads for men and women, hairstyles 
and music. The kids are actually loving taking ownership of their topic and presenting it to the 
group. Each person must also provide an outline or cheat sheet for all cast members so they can 
use it to study. 
We continued our improv study and run through of the scripted scenes. 
Thursday, April 71h 
Again, not a full cast. . .. one student has a baseball game. Although not a major player in 
the show, we all know how hard it is when someone is missing. I keep reminding myself that I 
did everything I could with the schedule to keep these absences to a minimum, but it wasn't 
always possible to find a day when no one had a game or a meet. This Sunday I will have 3 
soccer players out at a tournament if the team wins on Friday and Saturday. I suspect that they 
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will since they have won the State championship for the last 6 years and show no sign of 
stopping. One student is our celebrity impersonator and one is the dance plant. These two will 
be pretty easy to skip over. However, the other is our Principal Snelgrove. He has been to every 
other practice, so I can't really complain. He knows his lines, etc ... .just getting nervous as we 
have so few rehearsals left. We can't practice the weekend before the show as it is Easter and we 
are off school. Most of the kids will be out of town. Sigh ... .I just keep telling myself it will be 
ok. 
Rehearsal itself was good. We worked out the rest of the dance number we added. In our 
study of 80s movies, we all love Dirty Dancing. We thought it would be fun after the crowning 
of the King and Queen for the entire cast to do the finale of Dirty Dancing (with some changes 
of course .... not all of us can dance like Patrick Swayze). The kids LOVED this and we had a 
blast putting it together! I think it will be a nice surprise for the audience. After the 
choreography, we played Scene It: 1980s. It is a board game (trivia type thing with DVD clips 
of shows, videos, movies, etc). The kids love this as they actually get to "see" the things we are 
talking about. Also a fun way to learn the 80s trivia they need to know. 
For the last part ofrehearsal, we ran the show ... slightly shortening the free form scenes. 
On Sunday, we will be using costumes for the first time and running the show all the way 
through with the free form scenes running their full length. We have done this once before. 
Even though the free forms are only 3 songs each .. .it is much longer than it sounds. The kids 
are learning not to rush what they are supposed to do in each of these .... they have plenty of time. 
Sunday, April 10111 
Today was costume day. Two weeks ago we traveled to Theatrics Unlimited to size the 
kids and pick out their costumes. Finding these at Goodwill or Thrift Stores probably would 
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have been some what easy, but part of our characterization exercises was for the kids to assign a 
color to their character and I wanted to honor this. Plus, the alterations were included ... this is 
something I am able to do, but need to spend my time elsewhere with this production. There 
were also a few more difficult pieces that we would have had to order anyway. Most of the boys 
will be wearing wigs of some sort (mullets!) By this Friday, the girls are supposed to bring or 
email me a picture of their hair and makeup. We can't afford to take class or rehearsal time for 
this, so it is their homework. 
The cast was really excited to be in costume! It helped them get into their characters. 
We ran the show with the entire soundtrack. It is still a challenge to do the free form scenes 
without an audience to interact with. Once they are done with the parts that involve other cast 
members, they have to pretend to dance or converse with imaginary people. I know they can't 
always plan on what will happen, but I wanted to play all the songs in each free form so they 
could feel how long they really are. 3 songs go by a lot slower than I think they realized. They 
were rushing through the improv stuff, so this showed them that they could slow down. 
After we finished with the ruh through we did a Q and A session with each character. 
The character sat in the middle of the circle and the other characters asked them questions 
(Favorite songs, why they call them a nerd) anything was game. This was very helpful as the 
kids found them stumbling on some things. 
We are continuing our study of the 80s and they have a test at the end of this week. 
Music is not an issue, but naming some of the bands/singers is. Also politics and world events. 
Will hit these hard this week. 
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School time April 11 - 15 
The beginning part of the week we finished up the PowerPoint's studying World Events, 
Sports, Movies/TV, and Fads. The remainder of the week we spent reviewing scripted scenes, 
.improv and making props and set pieces. 
As part of the design, the kids decided to make several large pieces. One group worked 
on recreating the famous "Welcome to Fabulous Las Vegas" sign. Their plan is to have it be 13 
Yi feet tall with lights around it like the original one. 
The other groups are using foam board (4 ft by 6 ft) to create 2 large playing cards, 2 
large dice, 4 show girls, and a large "89" for the year the Prom is supposed to take place. All 
will hang on various walls in the space. To help create levels for the attendees and characters, 
we took our black cubes and painted them to look like dice; we placed them in the main room as 
places to sit and safe places for the actors to stand, etc. They were also placed in the rooms with 
the food, again as seating areas, one for the photographer, and again place to sit if the moment 
struck. 
The kids decided, while looks at images on Las Vegas for inspiration, that we needed a 
wedding chapel of some kind. One of my students volunteered to paint a Little White Wedding 
Chapel. We taped two pieces of foam board together. We will also place a couple of veils and 
top hats on a table next to the chapel so people could put these on and take pictures. This will be 
in the room adjacent to the main room. 
Also in this side room will be 3 tables of food and a photographer. After looking at old 
prom pictures, we decided that something "cheesy" would be best. Most of the pictures 
contained balloons and arches. We worked this week on constructing an arch and putting white 
Christmas lights all over it. 
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Publicity began this week as well. Kids are hanging posters around school and in 
downtown. I have contacted and scheduled a time for the kids to go on a local show called Low 
Country Live. We have done this before and it is great free publicity. One of the cast members 
interviewed some of the characters about their feelings about the upcoming prom. He made this 
into a video and it is also playing on the in house TV system we have. We decided to make one 
for each week before the show. The office has business cards that they are handing out to people 
who come in. 
I also wrestled with my Hodge for this production, but then it came to me (a duh 
moment) that the entire room is really our playing space, not just the stage. And although the 
center of the room is empty for the dance floor, once the show starts, the obstacles appear in the 
form of attendees at the Prom. 
Wednesday, April 13th 
Sigh ... once again I did not have a full cast for rehearsal. Although the kids all know 
their lines, etc, it is still so hard when someone is missing as that character and their relationships 
with others cannot be developed. Damn athletics! 
Rehearsal tonight did not go particularly well. Their heads seemed to be somewhere else. 
Prom this weekend, upcoming tests? Not sure. Our next run through is not until next 
Wednesday and I am hoping that the time away actually helps to make it fresh again. Maybe 
they just need a break. I know I get that way sometimes. 
I am frustrated with a few characters who think showing anger means yelling. We have 
been over and over this, done exercises where we just breathe and how that feels/sounds, used 
facial expressions only, body movements and posture, basically anything that takes the vocal out 
of it. A couple of them get so caught up in the moment, they just go to yelling. Maybe since this 
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show is closer to "reality" than others might be, this is their natural instinct. I have reminded 
them that while they might do this, they are portraying a character and the audience doesn't want 
to hear just yelling. Plus, their diction is compromised when they do this. What little language 
is scripted is important for everyone to hear. 
I decided that we really need a "practice" audience for the free form scenes. The kids 
have been doing their best rehearsing these, but there comes a point when you really need the 
audience since it is 50% interactive. I told the kids that each cast member was to bring one 
person to our next run through. This needed to be someone who would still come to the show 
was it was opening and officially running (mom, dad, sibling, etc) My only fear would be that 
these 20 people won't come back and see it. However, I think since it really is more fun the 
bigger the audience, they will. Also, you don't quite get the full effect and we cannot put up the 
"set" until the day of since we are holding it in our cafeteria (where the stage is). 
The admin team has been gracious enough to allow me to make alternate plans with the 
cafeteria people so that our space is not used at all on the 29th so we can have all day to decorate. 
Otherwise, it would be 3pm on opening night before we could even start. In no way would this 
be possible. It will be hard enough to get it done in one day, but we will do our best. There are 
some things we can do ahead of time and that will help. 
I decided to give the kids this Sunday off since it is the day after prom. I hope I do not 
regret this, but I am not sure how alert a lot of them would be that day. 
School time April 18-21 
PowerPoint's are finished, so we are using the 80s info in our free form conversations. This 
part of the outside work has been very helpful to the students in building characters. 
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I challenged the kids, with permission from the admin, to talk to their friends today only 
as their character. We decided not to do this in the classroom as, for example, the girl playing 
Whitley is a top student, but she has decided that her character is not. Certainly don't want to 
impact their grades! It was a HUGE success. Not only did it help the kids talk to others as their 
characters, but it got the student body curious about the show. They want to do it again! Who 
am I to say no?! 
Since this show is targeting high school age and up, this leaves out a large portion of our 
student body and typical audience. We want the community to come in and see what we are 
doing. We had this for A Christmas Carol and the musical this year, but want them to come all 
the time. It is only $5 after all! This Thursday we will be going to downtown Summerville to 
the Third Thursday event that happens once a month. Artists get to show off their work and get 
some free publicity. The kids will be going in character, handing out invitations to the Prom. In 
addition, Michael Jay will be interviewing some of the students in front of the audience (it is too 
hard to do an actual scene, plus not all of them can not attend). 
During homeroom this week, we handed out Prom invitations, that the kids designed, to 
every high school student. I am not allowed to charge faculty, staff, and students (don't ask) so 
unlike the regular Prom this one won't cost a fortune!!!!! 
We finished hanging stuff on the stage this week as well as finishing the other pieces. I 
finished sewing the black fabric that will hang on the walls, covering all the patriotic murals in 
the room. The kids and I are working on the 100+ grommets that will be needed. Yeah for child 
labor! 
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Rehearsal - Wednesday, April 20th 
We did a complete run through today, playing the entire soundtrack for the show. The 
kids are always surprised at how long the free form sections are. We made them each 3 songs, 
but it seems longer to them. I told them once they have lots of people to talk to and dance with 
the time will fly by. We used costumes, makeup, and hair today. Couple of changes to make. 
As usual the girls don't apply enough makeup ... don't know what that is about. True they will 
not be under stage lighting, but we pasted it on in the 80s! Definitely wanted to be noticed! 
I have one student and mom that are driving me crazy. Normally I do not have any stage 
mom issues. In fact, this is really the first time and I have had this student since the 61h grade. 
She is very talented (had a major role in the musical and in last year's play). I cast her as the 
teacher, and a fun role that I would love to have played! She and her mom complained that she 
did not get any part that she auditioned for and then questioned me on her outfit choice. I see her 
as earthy, exocentric, etc. She is very concerned about looking pretty. 
AARRRGGHHHH ..... she says in every show she has to look some quirky way. While this may 
to true ... so what! She wanted to be one of the cheerleaders (Whitley, Heather, and Heather). 
Not sure why however. She does not have good self-esteem and these characters have to wear 
short cheerleading skirts. She only wears pants. She can't dance; the characters have to dance 
well. And ..... although this usually does not matter .... since we are following stereotypes, the 
cheerleaders need to be thin or athletic looking since they are known for their looks. She is 
overweight. I am perplexed as to why she would even audition for these characters knowing 
these things ..... and why is this an issue now? I wanted her to dress in a long flowy skirt and top, 
big jewelry, sort of messy hair and big glasses. She and her mother fought me aU the way. I 
decided that this was not the battle I wanted to fight with this show ... wasn't worth it. There was 
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nothing in the text that referred to her personality or how she dresses, so I let it go. I did require 
her to have big 80's hair and heavy makeup to age her a bit since we cannot do traditional age 
makeup (because they are face to face with audience members). Sigh ....... .I hope this is not an 
issue next year (her senior year). Because my school is small, I do not subscribe to the "major 
roles go to the upper classmen" theory. I cast who is right for the role. A lot of times this is the 
junior or senior, but not always. 
Show week! Rehearsal April 26th 
During the day today we were finally able to move the tech stuff onto the stage. We all 
felt that it was important for the DJ and MC to be seen on the stage at all times. We used our old 
light board so that almost all the lights could be controlled by those on the stage. The only lights 
we are not able to control are the spot light, and these "dance" lights that one of the kids had that 
hang on a light tree. The lights blink based on the base in the music. The faster the base or beat, 
the faster they blink. We are only using the spot for a few things .... to light the disco ball during 
slow songs, to spot light the dance contest and final dance number, as each character is named to 
the Prom court, whom ever the MC is interviewing between songs, etc. The lights on the disco 
ball make the kids dizzy if we have i~ on too long. Sadly we were not able to put it on a dimmer 
pack (we only have 3 and we needed all of them for the stage lighting). We can't even plug it in 
anywhere where on the stage ... .it is plugged in to an outlet on a side wall. We plug and unplug 
it as needed ..... oh well. We do the best with what we have. 
We ran the entire show today ... .last full costume/makeup/hair rehearsal as some of the 
costumes need to be spot cleaned or Frebreezed! Each of the kids was challenged to bring one or 
two people to this rehearsal. The only requirement was that these were people who were coming 
to the actual run. I wanted the kids to have a sort of practice audience and they were hungry for 
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it. I am so glad we did this! We had about 40 people show up and it was wonderful. It was the 
last piece that we needed to feel like we were really ready. The kids really got into their 
characters and the audience was into the show. As always, they laughed in places we didn't 
expect and booed one character as she insulted another. No one expected this, but she held it 
together wonderfully! What a pro! 
I am so proud of my kids! This is a very different kind of show for them. They have 
embraced the challenge and delivered. I am a lucky teacher! 
Today was the last show run through before we open on Friday. Usually this makes me 
very nervous not to be running the show each day for 3 or 4 days prior to opening. But on this 
show, it is ok. I don't want them to get too settled or bored with it. There is nothing to change at 
this point, so we just need-to keep it fresh. 
Class time Wed-Friday 
Set wise the only thing we had left to do was paint the floor. We decided on a black and 
white checkerboard looked with the squares tilted to a diamond shape. The kids taped out the 
floor and did the painting. I love that they love to do this stuff and don't just expect our techie to 
do it. My set design and construction crew is always the entire cast. As I have said before, I feel 
this is important. 
We spent the rest of the time making our game plan for Friday's "set 
construction" ... assigning people jobs and such, running the scripted scenes, double checking 
props (kids are each responsible for their own), and playing some improv games. 
Friday's set construction was really a group effort. Everyone had their assigned task and 
when they finished they moved on to help others I was nervous about the actual look of the set 
as we couldn't put it up until opening day, since the space we used is also the cafeteria. If 
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something didn't look or go right, we would have little to no time to "fix" it. Happily, 
everything turned out wonderfully. We finished the main space by 2:30pm (thanks to the school 
for making other arrangements for lunches that day) and started on the adjoining space. We 
finished this by 3:30 so the kids were able to go home and relax before the show. They were 
prepared to stay and work for as long as it took since we could only estimate the actual time. 
Tonight's show was a triumph! We had a lot more people than any of us expected (250+ 
which is a lot for us since our HS only has 220). The kids had soooo much energy and really 
embraced their characters and the free form scenes! We had a post show talk about what went 
well, what they might change or do differently, surprises, etc. I find these post show discussions 
to be really helpful to the kids and their cast members. We do this before they even change out 
of costume as it is very fresh on their minds. They were so excited they all wanted to talk at 
once. Mostly they were thrilled that the audience "played along" and seemed to embrace the 
concepts. For the arrivals we had the "popular" kids arrive in an old 1983 convertible, and the 
"bad boy" drove his motorcycle right into the playing space and chased down the principal. This 
really got the crowd going and set the tone for the rest of the show. Kids said it was difficult, as 
always, when the audience does not react how you think they will, but they held it together. 
They were also surprised at how much the audience laughed. 
Other "trouble" were when people wanted to talk to them as themselves and not their 
characters. We had planned for this. They either ignore it or ask who that person is and walk 
away, or redirect the conversation. Also, some people used cell phones to text or take pictures. 
Again, we had planned for this. The kids just ignored the cell phone altogether. The students 
found that all of these things worked well. Mostly they were frustrated by their mothers who 
wanted to say, "Corey you are doing such a good job". Hahaha . . .. moms.: .got to love them. 
l 
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THESIS PROJECT/ PRODUCTION PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
STUDENT- Shannon Horn ID#-
UNDER CONSIDERATION IS DIRECTION OF: The 1980's Prom 
EVALUATOR'S NAME: Scott Robinson TITLE: Professor 
PLACE OF PERFORMANCE: Cafitorium, Pinecrest Prep, Greater Charleston, SC 
DATE OF VIEWING: April 30 , 2011 
DESCRIPTION OF PERFORMANCE VENUE: 
The venue is a multipurpose cafeteria/auditorium with limited lighting fixtures and positions. A modest stage is on 
one side which has very little wing or back stage space. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTUAL PRODUCTION DIRECTION AND/OR REALIZED DESIGN OF SETS, 
PROPS, COSTUMES, LIGHTING, SOUND: 
The set encompassed the entire facility. It was well done in a Vegas theme. The scenic elements were supportive of 
the production and fulfilled the function. The entire facility was used including the main hall/room, stage, and a 
, side.room for prom photos and snack tables. A portion of the production began in the actual parking lot of the 
1 space. 
HOW DID THE PRODUCTION DIRECTION OR DESIGN IMPLEMENT THE IDEAS EXPRESSED IN THE 
CONCEPT STATEMENT? 
Yes. Shannon was looking to recreate a prom, specifically from the 1980's which was accomplished. She has great 
support from the school including faculty attended in appropriate attire and the food service prepared a nice 
selection of treats and nibbles, setting a very nice mood for the event. The addition of a motor bike coming into the 
prom was a spectacle on its own. 
APPROPRIATENESS OF CHOICE OF SCRIPT FOR ABILITIES OF PERFORMERS, AUDIENCE, VENUE, 
AND/OR ACADEMIC SETTING? 
Shannon was seeking a new and company building experience for her students and I feel she achieved that goal. 
The students later reflected with me on the experience. All felt they had experienced other types of opportunities 
but this was a valuable change to the typical production they do as a group. This project helped them grow in ways 
t more formal script would not have done. 
ADDRESS THE FOLLOWING IF APPLICABLE: CLEAR DELINEATION OF UNITS OF ACTION, 
MOTIVATED BLOCKING, VISUALLY INTERESTING COMPOSITION, VISUAL EXPRESSION OF 
METAPHOR, USE OF PICTURIZATION IN STORYTELLING, CLEAR AND BELIEVABLE 
1 CHARACTERIZATION, ADEQUATE USE OF BODY AND VOICE, UNITY OF PRODUCTION ELEMENTS, 
CREATIVE PRORT,RM SOT.VTNG. 
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With an improvised script that happens in muJtiple locations often at the same time it is difficult to clearly 
delineate units of action but the use of multiple areas and rooms help make that possible. The whole production 
was well thought out and completely encompassed the idea of senior prom. The actors did a great job of creating 
characters and maintaining them in all aspect of the production scripted and improvised. 
I wondeted out loud with Shannon after the show what might have changed if the actors had been equipped with 
wireless mies. It was her feeling that the production is about a natural life-like experience as though we were at the 
:prom ourselve and mies would interrupt that experience. Although I agree to a point !felt cheated as an audience 
member, especially knowing some of what I ultimately missed from the production, since I was not able to be in 
every venue all of the time. 
When interacting with the audience the actors had more trouble truly working their intentions. One young lady 
trying to "earn money for the club" was easily turned away. This made me wonder how badly she really wanted to 
make money for the club. Others encouraged the audience to dance but if they did not they quickly abandoned the 
request. The interaction with the audience was troublesome trying to keep motivated action. 
The committee will want to discuss the Hodge model and how Shannon used or did not use the theories of directing 
in capsulated in the model. 
WITIDN THE CONFINES OF TIDS PARTICULAR PERFORMANCE VENUE, WAS TIDS PRODUCTION 
SATISFACTORY OR UNSATISFACTORY? 
Satisfactory 
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Final Self Evaluation 
The production of The Awesome 80s Prom was meant to look as authentic and realistic as 
possible. The intention was for the audience to feel like they were at an actual Prom and not a 
theatrical production. It was difficult at times to walk the fine line between the two and working 
that duplicity worked sometimes and at other times could have been improved upon. 
Having never done a show like this, often I had to go with my gut instinct. The 
production I had seen of this show, while somewhat helpful, took place in a nightclub that served 
alcohol. While they did not impose an age limit, most of the audience was twenty-one and older. 
I felt strongly about our costume choices; including hair and makeup. As part of the 
character development, the students each had to do research and come up with several different 
styles of outfit that their character might have worn to Prom .. .including color choices. The 
designs were presented to the cast arid discussed. This helped us also to make sure they were not 
only consistent with their character, but didn't overlap with others. They took these designs 
when we visited Theatrics Unlimited and used them to select their outfit. The same went for the 
hairstyles and makeup choices. I was very happy with the way this turned out and the kids really 
liked taking ownership and contributing their research. 
Lighting is always a challenge as I am working with only three dimmer packs. We 
moved the light board on to the stage so that all the tech aspects could be run from the stage by 
the visible MC and DJ who were handling this. The two main purposes for our lighting choices 
were to add atmosphere and to direct the focus of the audience to where their attention needed to 
be. For atmosphere, a spot light and "DJ Lights" were utilized. The DJ lights didn't do much, 
but they flashed to the beat of the music. These also did not need to be run from a dimmer pack, 
but could plug into a regular socket on the wall. The spot was used on the disco ball, on dancers 
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in the dance contest, the conga line or when the audience needed to "see something" in one of 
the free forms that was happening. Traditional stage lighting was used for anything that actually 
took place on the stage itself. Since these were the scripted scenes and meant to be seen by 
everyone, I thought this directed the ·focus of the audience to where it needed to be. I struggled 
with lighting the non-group events in the free forms since they were everywhere in the venue. 
After reading and rereading the script, I realized that not all the little events in the free forms 
advanced the plot. Any that did would be highlighted so that the audience took note. If we had 
more lighting capabilities, I would have put the disco ball on a dimmer and put lighting in all 
four comers of the room. 
Characterization was probably the biggest component to make or break this production. 
The actors had to be on the entire time. There would be no on and off stage as the entire venue 
was a stage; even when going to the restroom. The actors and I worked the most on this aspect 
using all sorts of rehearsal tools, games, activities, etc to make sure they were rock solid in the 
choices they were making, and also to ensure their confidences for the unscripted interaction 
with the audience. This was a new experience for us all. There were a few choices that were 
made by the students that I wrestled with, namely the Principal getting drunk. This wasn't a 
choice I necessarily agreed with, but couldn't decide ifl should just tell him no, or let him try it 
out himself. It wasn't anything that was going to derail the production and the actor had solid 
reasons for doing it. I wanted him to learn why this is a difficult and maybe not a good choice, 
but would it be better learned from me telling him or him experiencing it? I come upon this 
situation somewhat often. I usually side with that I am a teacher, and this is a learning 
environment. If it doesn't hurt the integrity of the overall production, maybe I should let him 
flush this one out for himself. The kids are here to learn after all. I shared with him my concerns 
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and let him make the decision for himself. He went the drunken route, but in hindsight saw why 
it might not have been the best choice. 
The free form scenes were also a concern. There were things that were supposed to 
happen simultaneously in different locations throughout the venue. Hence, it is impossible for 
everyone to see everything. After pouring through the script it was decided that little to none of 
it advanced the plot. Anything that did was brought to the forefront. In speaking with the 
playwright and the cast in NYC, I felt strong in this decision. For example, one of the scenes 
takes place in the women's restroom. Obviously not everyone will see this. The playwright said 
this was his intention. This should feel like an actual Prom and like an actual Prom, you will 
miss things. However, there were a few things that we should have highlighted, one being the 
arrival of the "popular" crowd. It was important for the audience to know that the captain of the 
football team and the head cheerleader (dating) were fighting before Prom even began. They 
arrived in a car and we did have the car honking and the actors making lots of noise, but this still 
didn't get enough people outside to witness it. I should have had the DJ/MC make an 
announcement that they were arriving and have everyone go out to meet them. 
The set was quite a tricky aspect of the production. The actors voted on a Prom theme 
and decided on Viva Las Vegas. Each was assigned a responsibility, based on their characters as 
much as possible, in putting together the decor for the venue. The trickiest part was that we 
couldn't put up the entire set until the day of since our shows take place in both rooms of our 
school's cafetorium. While the venue added to the authenticity of this being an actual Prom, it 
could have turned into a nightmare for us. Fortunately, we planned ahead by measuring, drawing 
a ground plan for each room, and putting together one table with the table decor decided upon to 
see if it worked and rehearsing with the motorcycle that was driving through the "audience" to 
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see how we needed to set the tables to give him enough space. Only problem we encountered 
was that we would not be able to put the disco ball on a dimmer. 
Casting the show turned out to be more difficult than I first planned. Before I submitted 
by script for committee approval, I talked with our headmaster to see ifhe would agree to be the 
principal in the script. He agreed. I then asked a local actress friend of mine to play the teacher, 
she too agreed. I felt this important to the authenticity of the production since these were the two 
adult in the cast. Sadly, a week before auditions, my headmaster took a different job for the 
following school year. This meant he would not be able to commit to our rehearsal schedule. I 
tried to find another adult male, but was unsuccessful. I thought it would be strange to have one 
and not the other adult character to be played by an adult so I opted to cast these two characters 
from my student actors. Certainly not my first choice. I was not concerned about the students 
not being able to play them, but sine~ they would be face to face with the audience members, I 
could not rely on makeup to age them. Fortunately the venue would be somewhat dark, so the 
facial hair, and wig for the principal and heavy makeup for the teacher (who we played a bit 
younger than the script called for) seemed to work. For me it did take away a bit from the reality 
of the Prom, but the audience still seemed to enjoy themselves and I was proud of the kids for 
taking this on. 
Like most productions, overall I was pleased with this outcome. Especially since the 
actors and I took on a genre that none of us had any experience with. However, looking back, 
there are always things that could have been done differently. 
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